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Abstract

We revisit the debate on the benefits of financial integration in a two-country neoclassi-

cal growth model with aggregate uncertainty. We account simultaneously for gains from

a more efficient capital allocation and gains from risk sharing—together with their inter-

action. Using global numerical methods allows us to do meaningful welfare comparisons

along the transition paths. We find small gains from integration, even for riskier and

capital scarce emerging economies. These countries import capital for efficiency rea-

sons before exporting it for self-insurance, leading to capital flows and growth reversals

along the transition. This opens the door to a richer set of empirical implications than

previously considered in the literature.
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1 Introduction1

What are the welfare effects of financial integration? This is one of the perennial questions in2

international macroeconomics and finance. The usual answer, given by academics and taken3

up by policy makers, is that financial integration allows for a more efficient allocation of capital4

and improves risk sharing across countries. To the extent that the policy making world has5

been actively promoting financial integration, implicit in this answer is that these gains are6

large enough quantitatively to offset any costs associated with integration. So how large are7

actually the efficiency and risk sharing gains of financial integration? As the literature stands,8

we cannot answer this question in one go.9

In the context of neoclassical growth models, capital flows from capital-abundant to10

capital-scarce countries, raising welfare as the marginal product of capital is higher in the11

latter than in the former. However, as the calibrations of Gourinchas and Jeanne (2006) show12

in a deterministic model, the welfare gains brought by financial integration remain elusive.13

Even when a country starts off with a low level of capital, speeding up its transition towards14

its steady-state by opening the financial account brings small gains. The reason is that the15

distortion induced by a lack of capital mobility is transitory: the country would have reached16

its steady-state level of capital regardless of financial openness, albeit at a slower speed.17

In the context of the international risk-sharing literature, which usually does not feature18

endogenous production, openness to financial flows allows country specific shocks to be diversi-19

fied away. The debate still rages regarding the magnitude of the gains from risk-sharing (Cole20

and Obstfeld (1991), van Wincoop (1994, 1999), Tesar (1995), Lewis (1999, 2000)). In most21

studies, gains are of second order as financial integration allows a reduction of consumption22

volatility but does not affect output.1 Welfare gains are potentially large if the market price23

of risk is high—when asset price data are to be trusted, but remarkably small if computed24

from consumption data with a reasonable risk aversion parameter (Lucas (1987)).2 Recent25

1A theoretical literature studies the effect of asset trade on efficient specialization and risk taking (Obstfeld
(1994), Acemoglu, and Zilibotti (1997), Martin and Rey (2006). We abstract from this channel.

2Large welfare gains driven by realistic asset prices are also hard to reconcile with the observed degree of
portfolio home-bias (see Lewis (1999) and Coeurdacier and Rey (2013) for a recent survey).



work aims at reconciling the two by relying either on long-run consumption risks (Colacito26

and Croce (2010), Lewis and Liu (2015)) or rare disasters risks (Martin (2010)). In these27

contexts, financial integration may bring sizable gains but their magnitude is sensitive to the28

cross-country correlation of long-run (or disaster) risks. In any case, the framework used is29

the one of endowment economies, shutting down efficiency gains from capital reallocation.30

Assessing efficiency and risk sharing gains separately, using two different types of models,31

prevents reaching a solid conclusion. Are those two gains substitute or complement? They32

are surely intertwined as, through precautionary savings, the steady state level of the capital33

stock depends on the level of risk agents seek to insure (see Aiyagari (1994)). Thus, when34

capital is allowed to flow across borders, risk-sharing modifies the steady-state level of capital35

stock and impacts the process of capital reallocation across countries. Financial integration36

can therefore have a permanent effect on output in a stochastic environment.37

In this paper, we study how financial integration affects the growth and welfare of countries38

in a standard two country version of the stochastic neoclassical growth model. As a well39

established benchmark in the psyche of economists, it underpins implicitly the widely heard40

qualitative claims that financial integration improves capital allocation efficiency and enables41

risk-sharing across countries. Ironically may be, since they have been very influential in the42

policy world, those claims have not so far been evaluated in a quantitative version of the43

model due to the technical difficulties of modelling aggregate uncertainty and production44

in open economy settings. In our baseline model, the world is made of two heterogeneous45

countries which are allowed to trade a risk-free bond internationally (incomplete financial46

markets version of Backus et al. (1992) as in Baxter in Crucini (1995)). Countries produce47

a single tradable good using capital and labor and face stochastic transitory productivity48

shocks. Countries are allowed to be asymmetric in three dimensions: the amount of aggregate49

risk they are facing, their level of capital at time of integration and their size. This allows us50

to characterize ,in a richer way than the previous literature, which countries, if any, reap large51

gains from integration.3 Our framework is particularly well suited to study the integration of a52

3Fogli and Perri (2014) present a two-country RBC model with aggregate risk but focus on the business
cycle implications of (asymmetric) changes in aggregate risk. They provide empirical evidence that differences
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set of emerging markets that face larger aggregate risk and tend to be on average capital scarce.53

Importantly, it allows for general equilibrium effects, which can be large since historically54

liberalization episodes occcured by waves—a set of countries integrating simultaneously.4 Our55

main experiment thus mimics the integration of risky and capital scarce emerging markets to56

(safer) developed countries.57

Our main findings are that financial integration has very heterogeneous effects depending58

on the stochastic structure of shocks, the size of countries and their initial degree of capital59

scarcity. Interestingly, financial integration can generate output growth and capital flows60

reversals along the transition, with capital flowing downstream initially and upstream later61

on. Regarding welfare, financial integration does not bring sizable benefits to any plausibly62

parameterized country, even for the typical emerging country—at most a permanent increase63

in consumption of 0.5% in our calibration with a moderate risk aversion. The intuition for64

these results can be summarized as follows. Relatively safe (developed) countries have small65

gains from reducing consumption volatility (Lucas (1987)). They also have small gains due to66

a more efficient world allocation of capital after integration (Gourinchas and Jeanne (2006)).567

Emerging countries face higher levels of uncertainty 6 and could have potentially larger gains68

when they share risk. However, financial integration, by affecting the distribution of risk69

across countries, also leads to a change in the value of the steady state capital stocks. Unless70

riskier countries are also capital scarce, they will see capital flowing out and output falling as71

their precautionary savings are reallocated towards safer (developed) countries. When riskier72

countries are also significantly capital scarce (as emerging countries in the data), the standard73

efficiency gains driven by faster convergence are strongly dampened by the reallocation of74

in aggregate risk are a source of capital flows—as in our framework. Kent (2013) provides a two-country growth
model with aggregate risk. The model is solved using perturbation methods so that welfare implications and
transition across steady-states are not studied. Angeletos and Panousi (2011) and Corneli (2010) investigate
how financial integration can affect the steady-state as well as the transition dynamics in a model with
uninsurable idiosyncratic entrepreneurial risk. See also Mendoza et al. (2008), Benhima (2013) and Carroll
and Jeanne (2015). In the absence of aggregate risk, they cannot explore the gains from consumption smoothing
through international risk sharing. Bai and Zhang (2010) also explores the size of capital flows in a model
with idiosyncratic risk and incomplete markets in the form of imperfect spanning and limited commitment.

4Most emerging markets opened up to financial markets in the late eighties-early nineties. See Appendix
B for liberalization dates of emerging countries.

5Hoxha et al. (2013) find higher welfare gains in a model where capital goods are not perfect substitutes.
6See Pallage and Robe (2003) and Aguiar and Gopinath (2007).
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precautionary savings. Our findings thus qualify in an important way the conventional wisdom75

that emerging countries should face larger gains from financial integration since they face76

more volatile business cycles. They significantly differ from the risk-sharing literature, which77

would, in the context of endowment economies, typically predict much higher gains for riskier78

countries. Our baseline calibration relies on parameter values for risk aversion and levels of79

risk in line with the business cycles literature but at the expense of counterfactually low risk80

premia. In an alternative calibration, we show that increasing the market price of risk using81

non-expected recursive utility (increasing risk aversion as in Tallarini (2000)) generates higher82

welfare gains from integration. But the same logic applies: gains for volatile emerging countries83

are dampened by an even stronger capital reallocation towards safer countries. Gains for riskier84

(emerging) countries are below 0.5% of permanent consumption. Safer countries actually85

benefit the most from integration as their permanent increase in consumption approaches 1%.86

They sell insurance at higher price and benefit from a larger fall in the world interest rate upon87

integration. Following the long-run risks literature (Bansal and Yaron (2004), Lewis and Liu88

(2015), Nakamura et al. (2014) among others), an extension of our model considers persistent89

shocks to world productivity growth—allowing us to generate meaningful risk premia without90

relying on extreme degrees of risk aversion. Our findings are robust to this extension and,91

if, anything welfare gains are smaller—countries are reluctant to built leveraged positions to92

limit their exposure to the world long-run risk, which reduces their ability to smooth country93

specific transitory shocks.94

From a methodological point of view, the paper provides an accurate welfare assessment95

using a ‘global solution’ for the model along the transition path and around the steady-states.96

Standard approximation methods based on perturbation or log-linearization around deter-97

ministic steady-states (see Judd (1998)) are not well suited. As the steady-state depends on98

the risk sharing opportunities of agents, we should focus on risky steady-states and not deter-99

ministic ones (Coeurdacier, Rey and Winant (2011)). Because financial integration modifies100

the ability to smooth shocks, it has a first order effect on the steady-state. Moreover, global101

solutions allow for an accurate treatment of non-linearities, when countries are far away from102
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their steady-states (as it is typically the case with incomplete markets), or when the util-103

ity function has extreme curvature. We build on Kubler and Schmedders (2003) to develop104

‘global methods’ necessary for the welfare evaluation of financial integration in a two-country105

stochastic model with incomplete markets.7 Contrary to standard perturbation methods, we106

believe the method captures well non-linearities over the state space, and can deal with high107

risk premia and/or large persistent shocks.108

From an empirical perspective, no clear evidence emerges from the literature regarding109

the effect of financial integration on growth and risk sharing. Henry (2007), Kose et al.110

(2009) provide excellent surveys of the hundreds of papers analyzing the effect of financial111

integration on growth. Overall, the evidence is mixed, ranging from no effect on growth112

to moderate effects of at most 1% per year following the liberalization of financial flows.113

Similarly, empirical results on the impact of financial integration on risk-sharing are very114

mixed (Kose et al. (2007)). Our results show that the effect of financial integration on growth115

and welfare is very heterogeneous (across countries and over time) depending in particular116

on risk characteristics and a number of other conditioning variables. Such heterogeneity can117

explain the difficulties of the empirical literature which, by focusing on the average effect of118

financial integration, could not reach a conclusive answer.8119

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 develops our baseline model of financial120

integration and describes briefly our solution method. Section 3 presents our main findings121

regarding the growth impact of financial integration, the dynamics of consumption and net122

foreign assets in our stochastic environment. Section 4 evaluates quantitatively the welfare123

benefits of financial integration. Section 5 provides robustness checks and extensions of our124

findings, performing sensitivity analysis with respect to the specification of shocks—including125

a long-run risk component, asset market structures and market sizes. Section 6 concludes.126

7See also Judd, Kubler and Schmedders (2002). The algorithm is based on iteration on the policy function,
where the policy function is approximated by products of polynomials over a grid of current state variables.

8The literature on the positive effects of FDI on growth has reached more consensus but does not fit well
our context as we abstract from direct effects (or positive externalities) of integration on TFP. See Alfaro et
al. (2009), Section 2, for references and recent evidence in Fons-Rosen et al. (2013).
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2 A baseline model of financial integration127

We consider a two-country neoclassical growth model with aggregate uncertainty. Countries128

can be asymmetric in three dimensions: the aggregate risk they face, their initial level of capital129

and their size. This allows us to analyze the benefits of financial integration in terms of gains130

from capital accumulation due to capital scarcity together with gains from risk sharing, and131

study how these gains are distributed across heterogeneous countries.132

In our baseline model, we consider an incomplete market set-up where countries are al-133

lowed to trade in a riskless bond only. This regime of financial integration is compared to134

a benchmark model where countries stay under financial autarky. We believe this incom-135

plete markets environment is more realistic since we focus our attention on the liberalization136

episodes of emerging markets. At the time of their financial integration in late eighties-early137

nineties, capital flows were mostly driven by intertemporal borrowing and lending (Kraay et138

al. (2005)).9 In robustness checks (Section 5), we consider the alternative case of complete139

markets to provide some upper-bounds of the benefits of integration.140

2.1 Set-up141

The world is made of two countries i = {D,E}. D stands for Developed country and E142

for Emerging. There is one good (numeraire) used for investment and consumption. Each143

country starts with an initial capital stock ki,0.144

Technologies and capital accumulation. Production in country i uses capital and labor145

with a Cobb-Douglas production function:146

yi,t = Ai,t (ki,t)
θ (li,t)

1−θ (1)

where Ai,t is a stochastic level of total factor productivity; log(Ai,t) follows an AR(1) process147

such that log(Ai,t) = (1− ρ) log(Ai,0) + ρ log(Ai,t−1) + εi,t with εt =
(
εD,t
εE,t

)
an i.i.d process148

9Portfolio equity home bias is also very extreme for emerging markets, even nowadays, as pointed out in
Coeurdacier and Rey (2013).
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normally distributed with variance-covariance matrix Σ =

 σ2
D ζσDσE

ζσDσE σ2
E

. Ai,0 is the149

initial level of productivity country i which proxies in our simulations for country size.10150

The law of motion of the capital stock in each country is:151

ki,t+1 = (1− δ)ki,t + ki,tφ

(
ii,t
ki,t

)
(2)

where 0 < δ < 1 is the depreciation rate of capital and ii,t is gross investment in country i at

date t. φ(x) is an adjustment cost function:

φ (x) = a1 + a2

(
x1−ξ

1− ξ

)
with ξ measuring the degree of adjustment costs, a1 and a2 chosen such that φ(δ) = δ and152

φ′(δ) = 1.11153

Factor payments. Labour and capital markets are perfectly competitive and inputs are paid154

their marginal productivity. If wi,t denotes the wage rate in country i and ri,t the rental rate155

of capital, we have:156

wi,tli,t = (1− θ) yi,t ; ri,tki,t = θyi,t (3)

For simplicity, we normalize population to unity in each country: li,t = 1. Country size157

is then parametrized by productivity levels in our set-up (and not population).12 We also158

implicitly assume an inelastic labor supply. If anything, this tends to increase the gains159

from international risk sharing by suppressing a margin of adjustment of households following160

shocks.161

Preferences. Country i is inhabited by a representative household with Epstein-Zin prefer-162

10Note that increasing the variance of the shocks also imply multiplying the productivity level by a (very)
small constant number in our parametrization. This is equivalent to a minor change in country size which
does not affect the findings.

11The definition of φ (x) ensures that in the neighborhood of i = δk (replacement of capital), adjustment
costs are zero to a first-order. Note also that, for ξ = 0 (no adjustment costs), φ(x) = x—implying a standard
law of accumulation, while for ξ →∞, ki,t+1 = ki,t—corresponding to fixed capital (endowment economy).

12This is irrelevant for the model dynamics as long as one focuses on capital per efficiency units.
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ences (Epstein and Zin (1989), Weil (1990)) defined recursively as follows:163

Ui,t =

[
(1− β)c1−ψi,t + β

(
EtU

1−γ
i,t+1

) 1−ψ
1−γ

] 1
1−ψ

. (4)

where 1/ψ is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) and γ the relative risk aversion.164

This specification nests the CRRA case when ψ = γ. This is the case we will first consider.165

Then, we consider alternative cases where agents are more risk averse than our CRRA baseline,166

keeping the EIS 1/ψ constant: γ ≥ ψ, with γ up to 40.167

Budget constraints, household decisions and market clearing conditions. Budget168

constraints depend on the assets available for savings decisions which is a function of the degree169

of financial integration. We consider the two following cases in our baseline: (i) financial170

autarky, (ii) financial integration with a non state-contingent bond only.171

The stochastic discount factor in country i is defined as:172

Mi,t+1 = β

(
ci,t+1

ci,t

)−ψ Uψ−γ
i,t+1[

Et
(
U1−γ
i,t+1

)]ψ−γ
1−γ

 . (5)

(i) Financial autarky. Under financial autarky, the only vehicle for savings is domestic capital.

A household can therefore either consume or invest in domestic capital the revenues from

labour and capital. This gives the following household budget constraint:

ci,t + ii,t = wi,t + ri,tki,t.

Investment decisions in country i satisfies the following Euler equation:173

Et

[
Mi,t+1

(
ri,t+1φ

′
i,t +

φ′i,t
φ′i,t+1

(
(1− δ) + φi,t+1 −

ii,t+1

ki,t+1

φ′i,t+1

))]
= 1 (6)

where φi,t = φ
(
ii,t
ki,t

)
and φ′i,t denotes the first derivative of φ(x) at x =

(
ii,t
ki,t

)
.

Abstracting from capital adjustment costs (φ(x) = x), we get the usual Euler equation:

Et [Mi,t+1 (1 + ri,t+1 − δ)] = 1

where ri,t denotes the marginal productivity of capital defined in Eq. (3).174
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The associated goods market clearing condition in country i is:175

ci,t + ii,t = yi,t. (7)

(ii) Financial integration: bond-only economy. We introduce a riskless international bond

whose price at date t is pt and which delivers one unit of good in the next period. Bonds are

in zero net supply. The instantaneous budget constraint at date t in country i becomes:

ci,t + ii,t = wi,t + ri,tki,t + bi,t−1 − bi,tpt

where bi,t denotes bond purchases at date t by country i. For computational reasons, one needs176

to bound the state space for bond holdings. We do so by assuming that agents in country i177

face the following borrowing constraint under financial integration,178

bi,t ≥ bi. (8)

The debt limit bi < 0 is chosen small enough in our simulations such that the constraint barely179

affects the path of bi,t.
13 The Euler equation for bond holdings in country i = {D,E} is:180

pt = Et [Mi,t+1] + µi,t (9)

where µi,t ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the borrowing constraint (Eq. (8)).181

Household investment decisions satisfies the same Euler equation as before (Eq. (6)).182

We close the model with goods and bonds market clearing conditions:183

bD,t + bE,t = 0 (10)

cD,t + iD,t + cE,t + iE,t = yD,t + yE,t (11)

Definition of equilibrium. Under autarky, an equilibrium in a country i is a sequence of184

consumption and capital stocks (ci,t; ki,t+1) such that individual Euler equations for investment185

decisions are verified (Equation (6)) and goods market clears at all dates (Equation (7)).186

13The numerical applications take full account of occasionally binding constraints. In our simulations, they
are seldom binding and have almost no effect on the dynamics (see discussion in Appendix C).
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Under financial integration, an equilibrium is a sequence of consumption, capital stocks and187

bond holdings in both countries (ci,t; ki,t+1; bi,t)i={D,E} and a sequence of bond prices pt such188

that Euler equations for investment decisions are verified in both countries (Equation (6)),189

Euler equations for bonds together with borrowing constraints are verified in both countries190

(Equations (8) and (9)), bonds and goods markets clear at all dates (Equations (10) and (11)).191

2.2 Solution method192

Motivation for a global solution. From a methodological point of view, the paper pro-193

vides a ‘global solution’ for the model accurate around the steady-states as well as along the194

transition path. Standard approximation methods based on perturbation or log-linearization195

around a deterministic steady-state are not well suited for welfare evaluations. First, with196

incomplete markets, net foreign assets are extremely persistent (Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe197

(2003)) and the dynamics of the model can drift away from the point of approximation—198

casting doubt on the accuracy of the approximation along the transition dynamics. Second,199

the steady state depends on the risk sharing opportunities of agents due to the presence of200

precautionary savings so that we should focus on a risky steady-state and not a deterministic201

one as in standard perturbation methods. The risky steady-state is the point where state202

and choice variables remain unchanged if agents expect future risk but shocks innovations203

turn out to be zero (Coeurdacier, Rey and Winant (2011), Juillard (2012)). In general, it204

differs from the deterministic one where agents do not expect any risk in the future.14 Third,205

standard perturbation methods are found to be less appropriate, when non-linearities are im-206

portant (e.g. when countries are far away from their steady-state) and/or when countries are207

asymmetric as in our baseline simulations (Rabitsch, Stepanchuk and Tsyrennikov (2015)).208

Time-iteration algorithm. We solve the model using the time-iteration algorithm (Coleman209

(1991) and Judd, Kubler and Schmedders (2002)). This algorithm is theoretically appealing210

since it illustrates computationally a contraction mapping property of rational expectations211

behaviour. In single agents models its convergence has been proven to be equivalent to value212

14It also differs from the stochastic steady-state, which is the state of the economy averaged over an asymp-
totically stable distribution (Clarida (1987)).
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function iteration (Rendahl (2015)). To our knowledge, there is no such proof of convergence213

in generic two-agent models, with incomplete markets, even as simple as ours. For this reason214

the time-iteration algorithm can be seen as a substitute to missing theoretical tools in order215

to investigate the convergence properties of our model.216

Model reformulation. Using the net-zero supply condition for bonds (Eq. (10)), we choose217

to track only bond holdings of the Developed country by setting bt = bD,t with the constraint218

bD = b ≤ bt ≤ b = −bE. In order to separate conceptually the states from the endogenous219

controls, we set220

dt = bt−1, (12)

and define st = (kD,t, kE,t, dt) the vector of endogenous states.221

Our solution approach makes use of first order conditions (Equations (6) and (9)) to solve for222

unknown policy rules for investment ii,t, bond holdings bt and the bond price pt. Because of223

Epstein-Zin preferences, these conditions depend on the utility values Ui,t. We thus append224

their definition to our equilibrium conditions, introducing U?
i,t as follows:225

U?
i,t

1−γ = Et
[
U1−γ
i,t+1

]
(13)

Ui,t =
[
(1− β)c1−ψi,t + β

(
U?
i,t

)1−ψ] 1
1−ψ

(14)

We rewrite Equation (9) into a single pricing equation,226

pt = Et [λtMD,t+1 + (1− λt)ME,t+1] , (15)

with λt =
(
bt−b
b−b

)
such that λt = 0 (resp. λt = 1) when country D (resp. E) is constrained.227

With this formulation, the bond price is always set by a non-constrained country. Lastly,228

using complementarity notations,15 one can get rid of the Lagrange multipliers µi,t and rewrite229

Equation (15) together with Equation (8) as follows:230

Et [ME,t+1]− Et [MD,t+1] ⊥ b ≤ bt ≤ b (16)

15For any scalars x, y, a, b, the complementarity condition y ⊥ a ≤ x ≤ b is equivalent to say that one of
the three following conditions must be met: either y = 0, or y > 0 and x = a, or y < 0 and x = b. For
vectors x,y,a,b, the complementarity condition (y ⊥ a ≤ x ≤ b) must hold coordinate by coordinate, i.e.
yn ⊥ an ≤ xn ≤ bn.
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We denote by mt = (AD,t, AE,t) the vector of exogenous productivity processes driving our231

economy and by xt = (UD,t, UE,t, U
?
D,t, U

?
E,t, iD,t, iE,t, pt, bt) the full set of controls. Introducing232

two smooth functions f (for Equations (6), (13), (14), (15) and (16)) and g (for Equations (2)233

and (12)), our model is reformulated as follows:234

Et [f(mt, st,xt,mt+1, st+1,xt+1)] ⊥ x ≤ xt ≤ x, (17)

st+1 = g(mt, st,xt,mt+1) (18)

with boundaries on xt: x = (−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞,−∞, b) and x = (∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞, b).235

Numerical implementation. We discretize the bivariate exogenous process of productivity236

mt as a discrete Markov chain with 3×3 states, and choose a compact domain for endogenous237

statesD = (kD,t ∈ [1, 10])×(kE,t ∈ [1, 10])×(dt ∈ [−5, 5]), which we discretize using 30×30×30238

points. For each discrete combination (mt, st), the numerical solution of Eq. (17) and Eq. (18)239

yields corresponding values for the controls xt. We use natural cubic splines to interpolate240

between the grid points. The solution of our problem is a decision rule xt = ϕ(mt, st),241

continuous with respect to st. The relatively high number of grid points (243000) is needed242

to produce accurate welfare estimates.16 The implementation of the time-iteration algorithm243

is further detailed in Appendix C.244

2.3 Calibration245

Our structural parameters, set on a yearly basis, are summarized in Table 1.246

Preferences. We use a standard value for the discount rate β of 0.96. We first consider the247

CRRA case and set the coefficient of risk aversion γ to 4 (Baseline Low Risk Aversion).17248

This pins down the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) 1/ψ to 1/4, which is in the249

range of estimates in the literature, towards the lower end of the distribution though.18 We250

16The solution runs in approximately 7 hours 40 for the baseline calibration on a 16 core Intel Xeon X5570.
This can be reduced to 25 minutes when using the improvement method from Winant (2017).

17Macro models typically use a lower value of 2 while the finance literature uses higher values such as 30 or
above to generate meaningful risk premia.

18Most of the empirical literature finds estimates of the EIS between 0.1 and 0.5 (Hall (1988), Vissing-
Jorgensen (2002), Yogo (2004), Best et al. (2017) among others). The macro asset pricing literature discussed
in Guvenen (2006) assumes higher values between 0.5 and 1, even though the long-run risk literature focuses
on values above unity (Bansal and Yaron (2004)). We investigate those cases in Section 5.2.
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provide results with a higher EIS in Section 5 but note that a low EIS implies larger benefits251

from integration, giving the best chances to our calibration to generate large gains. Since the252

risk aversion coefficient is a crucial parameter for the quantitative properties of the model, we253

also consider higher levels of risk aversion — keeping the EIS constant to its baseline value of254

1/4. We set γ up to 40 in our alternative calibration (Baseline High Risk Aversion).255

Preference and Technology

Discount rate β 0.96

Elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) 1/ψ 1/4

Relative risk aversion γ Low = 4; High = 40

Capital share θ 30%

Depreciation rate δ 8%

Capital adjustment costs ξ 0.2

Relative initial productivity AE,0/AD,0 1

Relative initial capital scarcity kE,0/kD,0 50%

Stochastic Structure

Persistence parameter ρ 0.9

Volatility σD of shocks in country D 2.5%

Volatility σE of shocks in country E 5%

Cross-country correlation of shocks ζ 0

Table 1: Parameter values

Technology. The depreciation rate δ and the capital share θ are set to standard values,256

respectively 8% and 30%. The capital adjustment costs parameter ξ is set to 0.2. In line with257

the data, this generates a volatility for the rate of investment about 2.5 times higher than the258

volatility of output.19259

Countries size and capital scarcity. In our baseline calibrations, we consider countries of260

equal size—equalizing the initial level of productivity across countries: AD,0 = AE,0 = 1. We261

do so for two reasons. First, we focus on the role played by heterogeneity in risk and/or in the262

level of capital, neutralizing any effect driven by the size of countries. Second, unlike other263

19Standard moments for business cycles and asset prices in our baseline calibrations under autarky and
financial integration are reported in Appendix A.1.
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studies, our focus is not the financial integration of small economies. In the late 1980s-early264

1990s, a large set of emerging markets integrated almost simultaneously (see Appendix B for265

a list of countries and liberalization dates). These countries account for a large share of world266

GDP, around 50% in 1990,20 so that general equilibrium effects cannot be neglected. We will267

investigate further the importance of size for our results in Section 5.268

A crucial exogenous parameter for our analysis is the capital stock in both countries at269

time of integration. In all our baseline experiments, country D starts at its autarky steady-270

state. Country E is significantly capital-scarce, its initial capital stock being 50% of the271

initial capital stock of country D. This choice for capital scarcity is well justified regarding272

the set of emerging markets which opened financially since 1985. Their capital-output ratio273

at time of opening is on average 62% of the one of (already integrated) developed countries,274

where capital is measured using a perpetual inventory method. With a usual Cobb-Douglas275

production function, this corresponds to a level of capital per efficiency units in emerging276

markets equal to 52% of the one of developed countries (see Appendix B for details).277

Stochastic structure. In our baseline simulations, we assume that country E is riskier than278

country D (σD ≤ σE). In Appendix B, we provide evidence on the difference in volatility279

between developed countries and a set of emerging markets which integrated into the world280

economy since 1985. On an annual basis, the average output growth volatility of these liberal-281

izing emerging markets is 4.9% compared to 2.5% in (already integrated) developed countries.282

Accordingly, in our baseline calibration, σD is set to 2.5% while σE is twice as large, set to283

5%. The persistence of stochastic shocks ρ is set to 0.9 for both countries.21 For simplicity, we284

assume, that productivity shocks are uncorrelated across countries but investigates alternative285

stochastic structures in Section 5. If anything, such a calibration tends to overstate the gains286

from financial integration, as the potential for risk sharing is overestimated.287

20The total set of emerging countries liberalizing described in Appendix B accounted in 1990 for 97% of
the GDP size of (already integrated) developed countries. If we focus only on emerging countries belonging
to the main liberalization wave (between 1988 and 1992), they still account for 83% of the size of (already
integrated) developed countries. Note that this sample of countries does not include Russia and Central and
Eastern European countries due to lack of data for these countries pre-1990. See Appendix B for details.

21Such a persistence parameter for productivity shocks is well within the range of admissible values (standard
estimates on an annual basis are usually slightly lower even though not statistically different from 1). A lower
value for ρ would reduce further the benefits from integration.
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3 Growth and consumption dynamics in a risky world288

We turn to the simulations of our model in the baseline calibrations. This section describes289

the growth and consumption dynamics of countries under integration (compared to autarky)290

as well as the paths of net foreign assets and world interest rates. These simulations are also291

helpful to build intuitions for the welfare implications developed in Section 4.292

3.1 A riskless world: the role of capital scarcity293

First, we briefly recall the predictions of the neoclassical growth model with respect to financial294

integration in a deterministic environment. In partial equilibrium analyses, countries, modeled295

as small open economies with different degrees of capital scarcity, do not impact the world296

rate of interest when they integrate financially. They import capital if their autarky interest297

rate is above the world rate of interest, which will be generally the case if they are capital-298

scarce emerging markets. Upon integration, their time profile of consumption is perfectly299

smoothed, investment jumps up. Capital flows from ‘low marginal product of capital countries’300

(developed countries) to ‘high marginal product countries’ (emerging countries). Financial301

integration brings welfare gains at it speeds up capital accumulation towards the steady state302

capital stock, pinned down by the exogenous world rate of interest. Quantitatively, Gourinchas303

and Jeanne (2006) show these gains are small (around 1% increase in permanent consumption304

for realistic degrees of capital scarcity), a reflection of their transitory nature.305

Experiment 1: A riskless world in general equilibrium. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of306

macro variables in a non-stochastic environment (σD = σE = 0).22 Compared to Gourinchas307

and Jeanne (2006), we relax the small open economy assumption—so the world rate of interest308

is here endogenously determined. The environment is symmetric except that the emerging309

country starts off being 50% capital scarce, while the rest of the world (developed country)310

starts at its autarky steady state. The upper (lower) panel of Figure 1 shows the capital and311

consumption transition paths for the developed (emerging) country as well as interest rates312

(net external debt over GDP). Dashed lines refer to autarky levels while plain lines refer to313

22Simulations are performed with an EIS ψ equal to 1/4. The risk aversion is irrelevant in this case.
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Figure 1: Dynamics along the deterministic path in Experiment 1.
Notes: Preference and technology parameters of the model are shown in Table 1 (upper part).

Countries are symmetric except for initial capital stock. The capital scarce country is endowed

at the date of integration with 50% of the autarkic steady-state capital stock while the developed

economy starts at its steady state. There is no uncertainty. Dotted lines (resp. solid lines) refer to

autarky levels (resp. levels under integration).

levels after integration. The developed country lends to the capital scarce emerging country314

to finance its capital accumulation: country D cuts consumption and grows at a slower pace315

under integration, while the emerging country grows faster. Like in the small open economy316

case, the benefits of integration come from the capacity of the capital scarce economy to317

borrow in order to speed up capital accumulation and reach faster its steady state capital318

stock. Unlike in the small open economy case, consumption is not constant over time and the319

debt level is not as high due to the increase of the world interest rate upon integration. In320

general equilibrium, the increase in output and consumption of the capital scarce economy321

are dampened by adverse movements of the world interest rate.322

3.2 A risky world: capital scarcity and risk sharing effects323

We now turn to the richer predictions of the stochastic model, focusing on the interactions324

between the risk sharing motives and the effect of integration on capital accumulation. To325

our knowledge, these interactions, which materially affect the predictions of the model with326

respect to consumption, investment and output have not been studied in the literature.327
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Risky steady-states. The steady state of the model depends on the risk sharing opportu-328

nities of agents due to the presence of precautionary savings (Coeurdacier, Rey and Winant329

(2011)). As financial integration modifies the ability to smooth shocks, it has a first order330

effect in the long-run by modifying the steady-state towards which the economy is converging.331

Under autarky, countries converge to a steady-state described in the first panel of Table 2 in332

the CRRA case (Baseline low risk aversion, Top Panel) and in the Epstein-Zin case (High risk333

aversion, Bottom Panel). The difference in volatility is the only (long-run) asymmetry in the334

model. The riskier country E accumulates more capital and produces more output in its au-335

tarky steady-state. This is due to the presence of higher precautionary savings in that country336

which also depress its autarky interest rate. With a low risk aversion, the model generates337

fairly small cross-country differences in the autarky steady-state levels of capital. The riskier338

country E ends up with a level of capital stock 4% higher than the safer country (top panel339

of Table 2). With a higher level of risk aversion (γ = 40), precautionary savings increase and340

differences in autarkic steady-states level of capital are much larger: the riskier country ends341

up having a capital stock 25% higher (bottom panel of Table 2).23 Despite a significant effect342

of risk on the interest rate and the capital stock, risk premia remain relatively small, even with343

a high risk aversion.24 However, it is important to note that the return on equity is equal to344

the return on risky capital in our baseline. Changing the dividend policy by introducing some345

leverage increases the riskiness of dividends and the equity premium (Jermann (1998)). In346

Appendix A.3, we show how levered dividends can generate equity premia 4 to 5 times larger347

than in our baseline of Table 2—without affecting the firm value, consumption and capital348

accumulation (Modigliani-Miller).25349

Under financial integration (bond only), the steady-state level of capital converges across350

23The higher steady-state capital stock in autarky in the emerging country might appear counterfactual.
This is true only at the steady-state for which there is potentially no empirical counterpart. In the data, at
time of opening, emerging markets are significantly capital scarce. Under integration, the riskier country has
a lower steady-state capital stock.

24This is a well-known limit of models with production economies (Jermann (1998), Tallarini (2000)).
However, as in Tallarini (2000), our calibration with high risk aversion does replicates reasonable market
prices of risk (ratio of risk premium to excess returns volatility). See Appendix A.1.

25With a high risk aversion, the equity premium with levered dividends is however somewhat lower than in
the data, unless assuming a leverage that exceeds the data.
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Low risk aversion (γ = 4)

Autarky

Capital k Output y Riskless rate 1/p− 1 Risk premium Net foreign assets
Output

Country D 3.68 1.48 3.95 % 0.10% 0%

Country E 3.83 1.50 3.32 % 0.39% 0%

Financial integration (bond only)

Capital k Output y Riskless rate 1/p− 1 Risk premium Net foreign assets
Output

Country D 3.70 1.48 3.90 % 0.10% -281.2%

Country E 3.66 1.48 3.90 % 0.18% 282.0%

High risk aversion (γ = 40)

Autarky

Capital k Output y Riskless rate 1/p− 1 Risk premium Net foreign assets
Output

Country D 4.10 1.53 2.54 % 0.63% 0%

Country E 5.12 1.63 -0.77 % 2.33% 0%

Financial integration (bond only)

Capital k Output y Riskless rate 1/p− 1 Risk premium Net foreign assets
Output

Country D 4.40 1.56 1.94 % 0.69% -206.0%

Country E 4.13 1.53 1.94 % 1.19% 210.0%

Table 2: Risky steady-state values.
Notes: Parameters of the model are shown in Table 1. Top panel: Baseline with low relative risk

aversion. Bottom panel: Baseline with high relative risk aversion. Countries are symmetric except

for risk with σD = 2σE .

countries as the riskless rate is equalized across borders. Note however that capital stocks are351

not fully equalized across countries. The riskier country E ends up with a stock of capital352

permanently lower than the safer country D as the risk premium on capital remains higher in353

E due to larger volatility. In other words, contrary to autarky, the cost of capital in E is above354

the one in D: the increase in the riskless rate in E dominates the fall in the risk premium. The355

difference between the two capital stocks remains however quantitatively very small. With356

a high degree of risk aversion (γ = 40) and a more realistic market price of risk, the risky357

country ends up with a capital stock under integration about 6% lower than the safe country.358
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The reason is that financial integration brings significant risk-sharing opportunities, despite359

markets remaining incomplete. As both countries can smooth consumption better following360

productivity shocks, precautionary savings decline and the world steady-state capital stock361

falls. This largely affects the riskier country which ends up producing less under financial362

integration than in the autarkic steady-state—the opposite holds for the safer country.26 The363

riskier country turns into a net lender in the steady-state as it gets rid of some of his risk by364

holding a positive net foreign asset position. The safer country is willing to hold that risk by365

having a leveraged position since it faces a lower amount of aggregate risk. Contrary to what366

is obtained with local approximations around a deterministic steady-state (see Schmitt-Grohe367

and Uribe (2003)), our global solution pins down a stationary cross-country distribution of368

wealth. In the long term, there is a stable level of debt associated with the equilibrium world369

rate of interest. Intuitively, the accumulation of net foreign assets by the riskier country is less370

attractive once his ‘buffer stock’ of precautionary savings is reached. An unpleasant feature371

of our predictions though, is the extreme value for the net foreign asset position once the372

integrated steady-state is reached—above 200% of GDP. This calls for two comments. First,373

welfare gains from integration as computed in Section 4 would be further reduced if the devel-374

oped country was not allowed—through a stricter borrowing limit—to take such an extreme375

leveraged position to insure the emerging country. Second, our extension with a worldwide376

long-run risk component for productivity growth (Section 5) resolves that unrealistic feature377

of the model, while keeping our results mostly unaffected.378

This comparison across steady-states highlights a crucial force that is at play within our379

model when financial integration takes place: integration enables better risk sharing, which at380

the same time affects the steady state level of capital stock as precautionary savings adjust. As381

a result the speed of capital accumulation associated to the usual neoclassical gains to financial382

integration will be altered. We now turn to the description of the transitory dynamics following383

financial integration in our baseline experiment.384

26In our baseline calibrations, the level of risk is heterogeneous across countries but when the two countries
are equally risky, financial integration still enables them to share their aggregate risk. This reduces the need
for precautionary savings in both countries and leads to lower steady state levels of capital stock and output.
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Experiment 2. Growth and capital flows dynamics along the risky path. This exper-385

iment corresponds to the financial integration of a large, risky and capital scarce (emerging)386

country E to a safe (developed) country D. We first stick to the CRRA calibration (Baseline387

Low risk aversion). In Figure 2, we plot the dynamics of consumption and capital in both388

countries under autarky or following financial integration (in period zero), together with the389

interest rate in country D and net external debt in country E. Dynamics of aggregate vari-390

ables are taken along the path where agents expect stochastic shocks but the realization of391

innovations are zero. We refer to this path as the risky path. When a country is capital-392

scarce and far away from its autarky steady-state, its growth accelerates following financial393

integration—fostering convergence, like in the deterministic model. But the key new aspect394

is that the steady-state towards which the country converges is changing with financial inte-395

gration due to risk-sharing opportunities. Since the growth rate of output depends on how396

far the country is from its steady-state, two forces are at play: the capital scarcity effect and397

the risk sharing effect which alters the desirability of precautionary savings and modifies the398

country’s steady-state upon integration.399

For country E, which is both capital scarce and volatile, these two forces are conflicting400

(Figure 2, bottom panel). On the one hand, capital scarcity implies faster convergence and401

faster growth upon financial integration compared to autarky. On the other hand, since the402

steady-state level of capital of the riskier country decreases with integration, the country403

is now closer to its steady-state. This implies a lower rate of output growth compared to404

autarky. Which effect dominates at a given date depends on the initial level of capital stock405

in the country and distances towards autarky and integration steady-states. If country E is406

sufficiently capital scarce as in our baseline experiment, the capital scarcity effect dominates407

initially and financial integration leads to a growth acceleration in country E. This acceleration408

is however muted compared to the deterministic case.27 As time passes, the capital scarcity409

effect dissipates and the dominant effect is the risk sharing one. Growth slows down and410

27In another experiment not shown where capital scarcity is less important (country E being 15% away
from country D’s capital stock), country E is growing at a slower pace compared to autarky at the date of
integration.
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is lower under integration than under autarky. For country D, which starts at its autarky411

steady-state (upper panel of Figure 2), the growth rate tends to fall on impact since resources412

are initially allocated to the capital scarce economy with the highest marginal productivity of413

capital. Later on, the growth rate of country D picks up since it enjoys a higher steady-state414

level of output as it integrates with a more volatile economy. Interestingly, both countries415

exhibit growth and consumption reversals due to financial integration.416
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Figure 2: Dynamics along the risky path in Experiment 2 (low risk aversion).
Notes: Parameters of the model are shown in Table 1 (baseline with low risk aversion γ = 4).

Countries are asymmetric in terms of risk with σE = 2σD. Initial capital stock of the risky country

E is at 50% of the one in the safe country D. Safe country starts at its autarky steady-state. Dotted

lines (resp. solid lines) refer to autarky levels (resp. levels under integration).

For capital flows, similar conflicting forces are at play: on the one hand, country E has417

a higher marginal productivity of capital at opening and is willing to borrow internationally.418

On the other hand, E wants to lend for self-insurance due to its higher level of risk. When419

the country is further away from its steady-state, the capital scarcity effect dominates and420

country E tends to run current account deficits. As it converges, the risk sharing effect starts421

to dominate and country E runs current account surpluses. In the long-run, the intertemporal422

budget constraint imposes that country E, which ends up as a net lender, runs trade deficits423

financed by debt payments of country D. Hence, our model exhibits capital flow reversals424

along the transition path. Quantitatively, country E starts running a trade deficit of about425

10% of its GDP immediately after opening, then moves into surplus of roughly 3% of GDP426
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(attained after two decades) before moving back again much later into a deficit.427

Experiment 3. Growth and capital flows dynamics with high risk aversion. We428

consider the alternative calibration under non-expected utility, setting the risk aversion γ to429

the value of 40 to increase the market price of risk (see Tallarini (2000) among others).430
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Figure 3: Dynamics along the risky path in Experiment 3 (high risk aversion).
Notes: Parameters of the model shown in Table 1 with a high level of risk aversion γ = 40. Countries

are asymmetric in terms of risk with σE = 2σD. Country D starts at its autarky steady-state.

Country E starts with a capital stock equal to 50% of the one in country D.

Figure 3 shows the main variables of interest following integration. The dynamic is quan-431

titatively altered compared to the previous experiment with a low risk aversion but intuitions432

are the same. We insist on the differences in terms of output growth dynamics. Since coun-433

tries care more about risk, the effects driven by the reallocation of precautionary savings are434

quantitatively amplified compared to the effects due to capital scarcity. Capital still moves435

away from the capital-abundant country D upon integration, which grows initially at a smaller436

pace. However, this reallocation of capital due to the capital scarcity of E is severely muted437

and quickly dominated by the reallocation of precautionary savings away from the risky coun-438

try towards the safe one. D grows at a much faster pace later on, ending with a significantly439

higher capital stock.28 Capital flows towards D finance a long-lasting consumption and invest-440

28The permanent difference in the long-run capital stock between autarky and integration is quantitatively
important when risk premia are large: under integration, country D ends up with capital stock 6% larger
while E ends up with a capital stock 20% smaller.
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ment boom in the country. In contrast, despite a low initial capital stock, the output growth441

of the emerging market barely increases at integration and over time the country turns into a442

capital exporter, growing at a slower pace than it would have under autarky.443

3.3 Empirical Implications444

Our experiments mimic the financial integration episodes of a large set of emerging markets445

starting in the late eighties. We discuss the main testable implications in light of the litera-446

ture on the growth effect of financial integration and confront to the data some predictions447

regarding the dynamics of capital flows and asset prices along the long-lasting transition.448

The growth effect of financial integration. Our experiments illustrate the heterogenous449

effects of financial integration on output growth both across developed and emerging countries450

and over time. One strand of the empirical literature, based on cross-country regressions,451

tries to identify an average effect of financial integration on growth—leaving aside potential452

heterogeneous responses (see survey by Kose et al. (2009)). Empirical estimates vary widely453

across studies, across countries samples and time-periods. By showing that the growth effect454

of financial integration varies across countries and over time, our theory qualifies this empirical455

literature and sheds some light on the lack of robust findings.456

Another strand of the literature discussed in Henry (2007) compares the growth per-457

formance of emerging markets before and after financial integration—zooming on the time-458

window around capital account liberalization episodes. This literature tends to find more459

robust positive effects of financial integration on output and capital accumulation. The effect460

remains very moderate though, an increase in output growth in emerging countries of at most461

1% following liberalization episodes—likely an upper-bound due to policy endogeneity (Henry462

(2007)). In line with the evidence, output growth in country E does increase at the time of463

integration in our baseline experiments and the magnitude of the effect is within the range of464

empirical estimates.29 However, our experiments also qualifies this empirical evidence. While465

29Considering the estimates of Henry (2007), the growth rate of the capital stock increases by 1.1% in the
years following liberalization episodes. Abstracting from effects on total factor productivity, this corresponds to
a 0.4% increase in output growth with a capital share of 1/3. In experiment 2 (resp. 3), output growth increases
by about 1% (resp. 0.05%) following integration. Related empirical studies (see Henry (2007)) focus on the
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the emerging country is predicted to grow faster at opening, it grows at a slower pace compared466

to autarky later on. These empirical studies are silent regarding the effect at longer horizons.467

One cannot identify the impact of integration decades later without counterfactual growth468

observed in an autarky regime. This is precisely why our theory is helpful in enlightening the469

debate on the growth effects of financial integration.470

The dynamics of capital flows. In our experiments, emerging countries initially import471

capital to finance their faster capital accumulation (capital scarcity effect) before turning472

into capital exporters for self-insurance (risk-sharing effect). Turning to data on net external473

positions (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2018)), one can aggregate current account balances and474

net foreign assets for the sample of 40 emerging markets liberalizing in the late eighties/early475

nineties (Appendix B.1). This sample did exhibit a capital flows reversal over the recent476

period. While capital was flowing towards this set of emerging markets until the late nineties,477

they started to run current account surpluses in the 2000s. Their net foreign assets as a share478

of GDP worsen until 1999 before improving in the later years.30479

The dynamics of asset prices. Our theory provides predictions regarding the evolution480

of the risk-free rate and the return to risky capital during the transition in the integration481

regime: (i) the initial faster accumulation of capital in the emerging country together with the482

later progressive reallocation of precautionary savings trigger a long-lasting fall in the risk-483

free rate; (ii) over time, the developed country provides insurance to the emerging country484

and its levered external position translates into a higher risk premium on its capital; (iii)485

for the emerging country, improved risk-sharing lowers the risk premium. The predictions486

are consistent with the fall of the world real interest rate since the late 1980s.31 Considering487

returns to risky capital, the model unambiguously predicts a progressive fall in the return488

to capital in the emerging country. While time-series data on aggregate returns to capital489

asset prices implications of integration, finding a fall in the cost of capital and/or a stock price revaluation for
emerging markets around liberalization dates. Our experiments are consistent with such findings at the time
of integration as the risk-free rate of emerging markets falls together with the risk premium.

30The net foreign asset position of these countries worsen until 1999 to reach -25% of their GDP. Starting in
the 2000s, their net foreign asset over GDP improves progressively, reaching -6% of GDP in 2015. This pattern
is, in magnitude and in terms of timing, within the range of the predictions of our baseline experiments.

31Quantitatively, the fall in the risk-free rate over twenty years following integration is about 2% in our
experiments—about 40% of the fall observed in the data.
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in emerging countries are not directly available, evidence in Ohanian et al. (2018) for Asia490

and Latin America, indicates that, if anything, returns to capital have been falling in those491

regions since the 1980s in line with our experiments. For the developed country, the effect492

of the risk-free rate dominates in our calibrations and the return to capital also falls in the493

transition. Thus our model does not account for the stable return observed over the period494

in developed countries (see estimates using national accounts in Gomme et al. (2011) for the495

U.S. and Ohanian et al. (2018) for developed countries). It remains a challenge to separate496

enough the evolution of the return to capital from the one of the risk-free rate.32497

4 Welfare analysis498

If riskier countries are also capital scarce at opening, the effect on output is ambiguous, depend-499

ing on two conflicting forces, the standard efficiency gains and the reallocation of precautionary500

savings towards the safer country. Our findings thus qualify the conventional wisdom that501

risky and capital scarce emerging countries should face large gains from financial integration.502

In this section, we present quantitative estimates of the welfare gains of integration.503

Definition of welfare gains. We express welfare gains in terms of equivalent increase in504

permanent consumption compared to autarky. For a given asset market structure (A for505

autarky or FI for financial integration), define the permanent certainty equivalent level of506

consumption ci
j in country i = {D,E} in regime j = {A;FI} such that: U j

i,0(ci
j) = E0(U

j
i,0),507

where U j
i,0 is the utility defined recursively in Equation (4) in regime j = {A;FI} and ci

j the508

constant consumption providing the same expected utility. The welfare gains from financial509

integration in country i, in % increase of permanent consumption, are equal to ci
FI−ciA
ciA

× 100.510

4.1 Welfare analysis with constant relative risk aversion511

We start by quantifying the welfare gains in our baseline case with low risk aversion.512

Results. Table 3 (upper panel) provides a summary of the findings with CRRA utility513

32In our baseline experiments, the risk premium remains low compared to the data. The version of the
model with long-run risk does better in levels but the change in the return to capital over time remains largely
dominated by the change in the risk-free rate.
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(Baseline Low Risk aversion). The Baseline corresponds to Experiment 2, where country E is514

riskier and capital scarce initially. The ‘no capital scarcity’ case corresponds to a case where515

the emerging country starts with the same level of capital as the developed country (only516

risk asymmetry). Keeping all other parameters identical, we also provide results for a case517

with symmetric (developed) countries (symmetric risk σD = σE = 2.5% and identical initial518

autarky steady-state capital stock, line 3 of Table 3), for endowment economies (infinite capital519

adjustment costs ξ → ∞, line 4 of Table 3) and for the riskless world model (σD = σE = 0,520

line 5 of Table 3). In the latter case, E starts off being capital-scarce (kE,0 is 50% of the521

initial (steady-state) capital stock of D). Thus, it has to be compared to the capital scarce522

experiment with aggregate risk (Baseline, line 1 of Table 3).523

Country D Country E

CRRA Utility Baseline (Exp. 2) 0.39% 0.52%

Low risk aversion No capital scarcity 0.25% 0.23%

Symmetric 0.09% 0.09%

Endowment 0.60% 0.56%

Riskless world (Exp. 1) 0.29% 0.37%

Non-Expected Utility Baseline (Exp. 3) 0.80% 0.32%

High risk aversion Endowment 1.79% 0.43%

Table 3: Welfare gains of financial integration.

Notes: Gains expressed in % equivalent increase of permanent consumption. Parameters of the
model are shown in Table 1 (low risk aversion with γ = 4 and high risk aversion with γ = 40).
For the benchmark and ‘no capital scarcity’ cases, σE = 2σD = 5%. For the ‘symmetric’ case:
σD = σE = 2.5% and both countries start at their autarky steady state capital stock. In the riskless
world and in the benchmark cases, country E is capital scarce (50% of the developed country capital
stock) at date 0. In the endowment case, both countries have the same initial size and adjustment
costs to capital are infinite.

First and foremost, in our stochastic model with production, gains from financial integra-524

tion are remarkably small for each country: at most half-a-percent of permanent consumption525

despite the presence of both types of gains, efficiency gains and gains from better risk-sharing.526

Indeed, gains from efficient reallocation of capital and gains from risk-sharing are roughly527

speaking substitutes, which makes it unlikely to observe large gains from financial integration528

for any country. The intuition goes as follows: the riskier country benefits the most from529
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better consumption smoothing, but self-insurance requires capital to reallocate away from530

that country. This goes against what standard neoclassical efficiency gains would require as531

the riskier country is also capital scarce. Reciprocally, as the country is initially very capital532

scarce in our baseline, by importing capital initially for efficiency reasons, the risky country533

cannot self-insure optimally, reducing its gains from risk-sharing along the transition.534

The risky country has to pay a price for better insurance, which benefits the safer one—535

in the form of higher consumption for a while following integration. The emerging country536

benefits more from the efficient reallocation of capital but this entails welfare costs as it537

has to bear more risk along the transition to build up its capital stock. Thus, perhaps538

counter-intuitively, gains from better risk sharing are relatively equally shared, even though539

the safer country ends up with an almost unchanged consumption volatility under integration540

(see Appendix A.1 for business cycles moments).33 In a world with symmetric (but low) risk,541

welfare gains are even smaller: this is not a surprise since similar countries have less incentives542

to reallocate capital and risk—lowering the ‘gains from trade’.543

Comparison with alternative models. The gains from integration are significantly higher544

for endowment economies, even if there are no efficiency gains due to the capital realloca-545

tion.34 With endogenous production, gains from risk-sharing are significantly smaller for both546

countries because capital can be used in the autarky regime to smooth stochastic shocks.547

Our findings call for another important comment when comparing to Gourinchas and548

Jeanne (2006). In their small open economy set-up, capital reallocation is not slowed down549

by a raise in the world interest rate. In partial equilibrium, welfare gains of the capital scarce550

economy amount to a 1.30% increase of permanent consumption while in general equilibrium551

(in Exp.1), the emerging country gains 0.37% of consumption and the rest of the world 0.29%552

only. Not taking into account adverse changes of interest rates leads to an overestimation of553

the neoclassical gains of financial integration even without risk.554

33Two conflicting forces under integration are at play to determine the steady-state volatility of consumption
of D: D can smooth better transitory shocks through the bond market but D is also holding more risk on
average (leveraged position). The former effect dominates slightly in our calibration with a low risk aversion,
while the latter effect dominates with a high risk aversion.

34This experiment corresponds to the ones run in the international risk-sharing literature (see van Wincoop
(1999) and Lewis (1999) among others for references).
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Timing of the welfare gains. Countries can extract most of the welfare benefits in the555

earlier periods (and then pay in later periods), or conversely, suffer in the earlier periods for556

larger gains in the far future. Abstracting from capital scarcity, gains are front loaded by557

the safer country which initially enjoys a consumption boom. Gains in the medium-run (first558

two decades following integration) are thus potentially much larger than the overall gains.559

Far in the future, country D faces more volatile consumption due to its leveraged position560

and cuts its consumption to pay back the initial debt. The opposite holds for the riskier561

country which significantly cuts consumption in the medium-run for better self-insurance far562

in the future. Holding risk constant across countries, welfare gains are front loaded by capital563

scarce economies. Therefore, two forces are at play: on one side, the capital scarcity effect564

generates medium-run consumption gains (resp. losses) for country E (resp. country D). On565

the other side, the reallocation of precautionary savings towards the safer country generates566

medium-run gains (resp. losses) for country D (resp. country E). In our simulations, we find567

that on average both effects tend to offset each other and both countries have fairly small568

consumption gains in the first twenty years following integration.569

4.2 Welfare analysis with non-expected utility570

We now compute welfare gains with recursive utility, cranking up the degree of risk aversion571

to generate higher risk premia. Other parameters are kept to their baseline values (Table572

1). Welfare gains in our baseline financial integration experiment with a high risk aversion573

(γ = 40) are shown in Table 3 (bottom panel). To isolate the effect driven by the price of risk,574

Figure 4 shows the welfare gains as a function of the degree of risk aversion γ when countries575

are asymmetric in terms of risk but start with the same level of capital (
kE,0
kD,0

= 1).576

Aggregate welfare gains. First, overall welfare gains from integration (i.e the average of577

the gains across countries) are increasing in the degree of risk aversion. International risk578

sharing is more valued with higher risk aversion. However, despite a higher market price of579

risk, the welfare gains remain small, with an average across countries barely above 0.5%. As in580

the CRRA case, they are also remarkably lower in production economies than in endowment581

economies—despite gains from more efficient capital reallocation.582
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Figure 4: Welfare analysis of financial integration with higher degree of risk aversion.
Notes: Gains are expressed in % equivalent increase of permanent consumption as a function of risk

aversion γ. Countries starts off with the same capital stock (no capital scarcity)
kE,0
kD,0

= 1. Individuals

have Epstein-Zin preferences with an elasticity of intertemporal substitution 1/ψ = 0.25 and a risk

aversion γ ≥ 4. Other parameters of the model are kept identical to the ones in Table 1.

Distribution of welfare gains. Welfare gains are remarkably low for the risky country583

for any level of risk aversion (always below 0.5%). They are unevenly shared between the584

safe and the risky country: the higher the degree of risk aversion, the more the safe country585

benefits from financial integration compared to the risky country (see Figure 4 in the absence586

of capital scarcity in E). With γ = 40, welfare gains in the safe country are getting close to587

1% of permanent consumption (versus 0.39% in the experiment with γ = 4). The emerging588

risky country has actually lower gains when γ = 40 (only 0.32% of permanent consumption589

compared to 0.52% with γ = 4). The intuition for this result goes as follows: the safe590

country has the technology that both countries prefer, i.e. a less risky production function.591

Comparative advantage logic predicts that the safe country benefits more from trading. The592

higher the risk aversion the more agents value the safest technology, increasing thereby the593

terms of trade of the safe country. The risky country benefits more from risk sharing when594

more risk averse but the costs of reallocating risk are also much higher: insurance is more595

expensive and the world interest rate is much lower upon integration (see Figure 3).596

4.3 Sensitivity and Accuracy597

The role of capital scarcity. We investigate how the overall welfare gains from integration598

depend on the initial relative endowment in capital. Figure 5 shows the welfare benefits (solid599
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lines) in our baseline with low risk aversion (upper panel) and with high risk aversion (lower600

panel) as a function of the relative initial capital stocks (
kE,0
kD,0

).601

With CRRA utility (upper panel), the curves exhibit a clear U-shape since large ex-ante602

differences in capital stocks increase benefits from efficient capital reallocation. For most values603

of relative capital stock, the safer country benefits more from integration but the difference604

is small quantitatively for low risk aversion. With a high risk aversion (lower panel), the605

safer country extracts a much larger share of the benefits. The risky country benefits less606

from integration when risk aversion is high, even if capital scarce, since the dominant force607

driving the capital allocation across countries is the reallocation of precautionary savings. For608

the safer country, welfare gains are larger but the shape of the curve is also modified. The609

minimum is shifted to the left and the slope is now steeper: when the safe country starts610

with an initially low level of capital, the gains from integration are larger. The reallocation of611

precautionary savings and the reallocation of capital for efficiency reasons are complementing612

each other. They both imply capital flow towards the safe country. With a higher risk aversion,613

the larger reallocation of precautionary savings away from the risky country accelerates the614

convergence of the safe country when capital scarce, boosting its gains from integration.615

Global methods vs. perturbations. Figure 5 also shows the welfare gains estimated using616

a standard second-order perturbation method around the deterministic steady-state (dotted617

lines). The perturbation method gives results similar to our global method when none of618

the country is significantly capital scarce and when the degree of risk aversion is low. For619

these parameter values, the model does not drift too far away from the approximation point620

and curvature in the utility is small enough to guarantee a minimal effect of non-linearities.35621

Perturbation methods are however very inaccurate when risk aversion is set to a high value622

and/or one country is significantly capital scarce.623

35When countries start with similar level of capital (or slightly higher in the emerging country), welfare
gains are underestimated for the safe country using the perturbation method, even with low risk aversion.
The perturbation methods does not capture well that the minimum level of gains for the safe country is
shifted to the left (compared to the deterministic case) due to the reallocation of precautionary savings.
When one country is very capital scarce and/or precautionary savings matter more (high risk aversion), the
perturbation methods provides inaccurate estimates of the welfare gains. This is the combination of two
effects: non-linearities are more important with significant capital scarcity or high curvature in the utility
function and the risky steady-state is further away from the deterministic one.
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Figure 5: Welfare gains of financial integration for different degrees of capital scarcity.
Notes: Gains are expressed in % equivalent increase of permanent consumption as a function of

initial relative capital stock (
kE,0
kD,0

). The upper panel correspond to our baseline calibration with

CRRA utility (γ = ψ = 4). The lower panel corresponds to Epstein-Zin preferences with high risk

aversion (γ = 40 and ψ = 4). Other parameters of the model are kept identical to the ones shown

in Table 1. Dotted lines are welfare estimates using second-order perturbation methods.

5 Robustness Checks and Extensions624

We perform a wide range of robustness checks regarding the stochastic process governing625

the shocks, the financial asset market structure (assuming complete markets) and the size626

of countries. In particular, we provide an extension of our model with a world long-run627

risk component to generate a significant market price of risk without extreme values for628

the risk aversion. Our main findings still hold: financial integration does not bring sizable629

welfare gains, in particular for riskier emerging economies where benefits do not exceed 1% of630

permanent consumption for realistic parameter values. Only a small, capital scarce and very631

safe country can extract significant welfare gains when integrating to riskier countries.632
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5.1 Alternative specifications of transitory risk633

We investigate the robustness of our findings with respect to the stochastic structure in the634

baseline model of Section 2. We compute the welfare gains for different levels of volatility in635

the risky country σE and different correlation ζ of productivity shocks across countries.636

Data. In our sample of emerging countries integrating to the world economy, the volatility637

of output ranges from 2.1% (Spain) to 8.7% (Jordan). The correlation of output growth638

between emerging countries and the sample of developed countries (already integrated) varies639

across regions, ranging from close to zero in Asia and Middle-East to 0.6 for Southern Europe640

countries.36 The average (GDP-weighted) correlation across all liberalizing emerging markets641

is equal to 0.20 (see Appendix B).642

Baseline No capital scarcity

ζ = 0 ζ = 0.25 ζ = 0.5 ζ = 0 ζ = 0.25 ζ = 0.5

D E D E D E D E D E D E
(Symmetric)

σE = 2.5% 0.37% 0.49% 0.35% 0.47% 0.35% 0.46% 0.09% 0.09% 0.07% 0.07% 0.05% 0.05%
(Baseline)

σE = 5% 0.39% 0.52% 0.32% 0.45% 0.30% 0.41% 0.25% 0.23% 0.15% 0.14% 0.07% 0.07%

σE = 10% 0.93% 0.81% 0.49% 0.47% 0.22% 0.30% 1.16% 0.88% 0.62% 0.50% 0.18% 0.16%

Table 4: Welfare gains from financial integration with alternative stochastic structures.

Notes: Welfare gains from financial integration are expressed in % equivalent of permanent consump-

tion. Apart from σE and ζ, parameters of the model are set to their baseline values in Table 1 with

risk aversion equal to its low value (γ = 4). In the ‘No capital scarcity’ experiment, both countries

start with the same level of capital corresponding to the autarkic steady-state in D.

Results. In the following simulations, all parameters but the volatility σE and correlation ζ643

are kept to their baseline values (see Table 1) in the low risk aversion case (Experiment 2).644

We also provide results when both countries start at the same level of capital (‘No capital645

scarcity’, right panel) to isolate better the role of risk sharing. Welfare gains from integration646

with alternative stochastic structures of transitory shocks are displayed in Table 4.647

Higher correlation of shocks ζ reduces the gains from integration, limiting the ability of648

countries to share risks internationally. Abstracting from capital scarcity, gains fall quickly649

with the level of correlation. For a correlation ζ of 0.25 and a volatility σE of 5%, very close650

36Abstracting from Southern Europe, the correlation of output growth of a given region of emerging markets
with developed countries is always between 0 and 0.35.
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to the empirical average across liberalizing emerging markets, gains from financial integration651

amounts to 0.32% in D and 0.45% in E in our baseline experiment. Larger asymmetry in652

aggregate risk across countries increases the welfare gains for both countries but the safe653

country benefits more—similarly to our calibration with a higher market price of risk through654

higher risk aversion.37 As country E gets riskier, its precautionary demand for safe assets at655

opening increases, which benefits the safe country more.656

5.2 Extension with long-run world productivity risk657

Our production economies feature low risk premia, unless one assumes extreme values for658

the risk aversion. Another unpleasant prediction of the model is very high net foreign asset659

positions in the long-run risky steady-state, which is reached after a long transition of at660

least a century. To remedy these limitations, we add persistent shocks to world productivity661

growth, following the long-run risk literature (Bansal and Yaron (2004)).662

Set-up with a long-run world productivity risk. We specify a common world component663

instead of country-specific long-run risks, for technical reasons—otherwise countries dynamics664

would not be stationary in an incomplete markets model, but this choice is also motivated665

by empirical evidence. Country-specific long-run risks are found very highly correlated across666

countries using asset prices data (Lewis and Liu (2015)) or consumption data (Colacito and667

Croce (2011), Nakamura et al. (2014)).38 Our framework is thus broadly in line with previous668

empirical findings, which point towards a fairly low cross-country correlation of transitory risk669

and a very high correlation of persistent risk.670

The stochastic total factor productivity Ai,t in country i can be decomposed into a transi-671

tory country-specific component ai,t and a persistent world component aW,t, such that: Ai,t =672

aW,tai,t, where log(ai,t) follows an AR(1) process as defined in Section 2.1—with our baseline673

37Higher risk asymmetry increases welfare gains for both countries in the absence of capital scarcity (right
panel of Table 4). With E capital scarce (left panel), results are ambiguous at higher level of correlation ζ (e.g.
third column for ζ = 0.5): in this case, the direction of capital flows due to capital scarcity implies less efficient
risk sharing along the transition—the riskier country, attracting capital, is less able to self-insure along the
transition. Consumption smoothing is even more limited if shocks are more correlated. The combination of
high correlation and capital scarcity can generate lower gains despite higher risk asymmetry.

38Nakamura et al. (2014) find that world (highly persistent) growth rate shocks are crucial to match cross-
country consumption data over a long-time period. They disentangle country-specific and world growth shocks
and find the latter to be twice as persistent and thus more crucial for asset pricing.
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calibration of transitory shocks (Table 1). The long-run component aW,t is such that the world674

is hit by persistent world TFP growth shocks: log(
aW,t+1

aW,t
) = ρW log(

aW,t
aW,t−1

) + εW,t, with εW,t an675

i.i.d process normally distributed with volatility σW—εW,t is assumed to be uncorrelated with676

transitory shocks. In our baseline with long-run risk (LRR), we use the following values for the677

persistence ρW and volatility parameter σW : ρW = 0.999 and σW = 8%·σD = 4%·σE = 0.002—678

a calibration close to Colacito and Croce (2011, 2013) or Lewis and Liu (2015).39 For long-run679

risks to matter for asset prices, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution 1/ψ is assumed680

above unity, equal to 2. With persistent risk, our model does not require a high risk aversion681

to generate significant risk premia and we set γ to 10, as in Lewis and Liu (2015).682
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Figure 6: Dynamics along the risky path in presence of long-run world productivity risk.
Notes: Preferences are such that 1/ψ = 2 and γ = 10—other parameters, including the calibration

for transitory risk, are identical to the baseline calibration in Table 1. Persistence (resp. volatility)

of long-run world productivity risk ρW (resp. σW ) is set to 0.999 (resp. 0.002). Country D starts at

its autarky steady-state. Country E starts with a capital stock equal to 50% of the one in D.

Results. We describe the risky-steady state under autarky and financial integration in our683

economies with a world long-run risk in Table A.2 in Appendix A.1. Our version with long-run684

risk generates significantly higher risk premia (together with a reasonably low risk-free rate):685

the risk premium under integration is 1.98% (resp. 2.22%) in the developed country (resp.686

39In those papers, the ratio of volatility between long run and short run shocks is small, between 4% and
10% depending on the calibration. Our calibration assumes a slightly more persistent risk since countries they
consider— US/UK/Canada—are among the ones with the lowest variability of consumption of our sample.
To reduce the state-space, persistent shocks to world productivity growth are approximated by a three-states
Markov chain with the same persistence and volatility. See details in Appendix C.
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emerging country).40 The introduction of long-run risk also modifies the long-term distribution687

of wealth: the safe country still ends up as a debtor but the net foreign asset position is an order688

of magnitude smaller (-38% in the risky-steady state compared to multiple of GDPs, see Table689

2).41 The safe country is willing to borrow from the riskier one but any leveraged position690

implies a higher exposure to the (non-diversifiable) world-long run risk. Hence, countries691

choose a smaller net foreign asset positions. For the same reasons, countries are less willing to692

borrow and lend to smooth transitory shocks, also implying a more compressed distribution693

of net foreign assets (see Figure A.1 in Appendix A.1). Thus, our extension with a world694

persistent risk generates more realistic asset prices together with more realistic net foreign695

asset positions.696

The dynamics of the main aggregate variables following integration are qualitatively un-697

changed (Figure 6) but the lower magnitude of capital flows reduces significantly the impact of698

financial integration (compared to autarky)—limiting in particular its growth impact. Regard-699

ing welfare, the same logic applies: as the reallocation of transitory risk in the long-run and700

the ability to smooth transitory shocks are both limited by the presence of a world long-run701

risk, welfare gains are very small, significantly smaller than in our baseline calibrations with702

transitory shocks only. For both countries, the gains are below a 0.1% increase in permanent703

consumption in our baseline LRR calibration (see Appendix A.2).704

5.3 The role of financial markets structure705

In our baseline incomplete markets model, international risk-sharing is limited due to the706

absence of state-contingent claims. We go to the extreme case of complete financial markets707

as a robustness check, providing a useful upper-bound of the gains from financial integration.708

Solution under complete markets. To solve the model under complete markets, we assume709

that the world economy consists of only one fictitious agent whose preferences are identical710

to those of each country. This agent invests optimally in both countries, maximizing its711

40See Appendix A.1. Our baseline LRR calibration still falls short of observed risk premia compared to the
LRR literature as our model features production economies.

41This lower level of net foreign assets is due to the presence of long-run risk and not to alternative values
for the preference parameters—our economy with identical preferences but no LRR behave similarly as in the
previous simulations.
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intertemporal utility subject to the law of capital accumulation (Equation (2)) and the resource712

constraints (Equation (11)). Let us denote cCMt her consumption. With complete markets713

and symmetric preferences, each country i is consuming a constant fraction λi of the world714

consumption at all dates, with λD + λE = 1: cCMi,t = λic
CM
t715

These fractions are allocated according to initial wealth at time of integration, which716

depends on initial state variables, the capital stock and the productivity level. The wealth717

Wi,t of country i, a claim on total output net of investment, is defined by the recursive equation:718

Wi,t = (yi,t − ii,t) + Et{Mt+1Wi,t+1}, with Mt+1 the stochastic discount factor common to719

both countries under complete markets (defined in Equation (5)), which is also the stochastic720

discount factor of the fictitious representative agent. The initial consumption share λi in721

country i at date of integration (t = 0) is equal to
Wi,0

WD,0+WE,0
.722

We denote by cCM the welfare of the representative (fictitious) agent in terms of permanent723

consumption equivalent under complete markets. The homogeneity of preferences implies:724

ci
CM = λic

CM . The welfare increase in % is then ci
CM−ciA
ciA

× 100 for country i.725

Welfare analysis under complete markets. Figure 7 shows the welfare benefits from726

financial integration under complete markets (solid line) as a function of the relative initial727

capital stocks (
kE,0
kD,0

) in our baseline calibration. The welfare gains are compared to our baseline728

model with incomplete markets (dotted line). With a low risk aversion (top panel), welfare729

gains under complete markets are significantly higher than under incomplete markets, roughly730

doubling in magnitude. They do remain small, about 1% of permanent consumption. With a731

high risk aversion (bottom panel), the welfare benefits of completing the markets are signifi-732

cantly higher. Depending on the level of initial capital stock and on the country, the gains are733

roughly three to five times larger than in the model with incomplete markets. In this case,734

completing the markets has a significant welfare impact since agents are extremely risk averse735

to consumption fluctuations.42 When countries start off with similar initial capital stock,736

gains amount to about 3.26% of permanent consumption in the safe country and 2.43% in the737

42This result might come as a surprise as bond-only integration is known to deliver similar outcomes to
complete markets unless shocks are almost permanent (Baxter and Crucini (1995), Kollmann (1996)). In our
framework, business cycle implications around the steady-state are also similar (Appendix A.1) but welfare
benefits are quite different due to low frequency changes in the consumption profiles upon integration.
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Figure 7: Welfare gains of financial integration with alternative financial markets structure.
Notes: Gains are expressed in % equivalent of permanent consumption as a function of initial relative

capital stock (
kE,0
kD,0

). The solid line shows the welfare gains under complete financial markets. The

dotted line corresponds to our baseline case with incomplete markets (bond-only). The upper panel

corresponds to our baseline calibration with CRRA utility (γ = ψ = 4). The lower panel corresponds

to Epstein-Zin utility with high risk aversion (ψ = 4 and γ = 40). Parameters are kept identical to

the ones shown in Table 1.

risky one—resp. 3.35% and 2.73% when E is significantly capital scarce. This is arguably a738

loose upper bound of the welfare gains that can be achieved—risk aversion being very high739

and financial markets complete. The magnitude of the gains has changed but regarding the740

shape of the curves and the distribution of the gains across countries, our results go through741

qualitatively. The gains are still unevenly distributed across countries when risk aversion is742

high, but less so compared to the incomplete markets model. With incomplete markets, the743

safer asset issued by country D is more valuable since the country E is less able to smooth744

consumption.745
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Figure 8: Welfare gains of financial integration with a small country E.
Notes: Welfare gains are expressed in % equivalent of permanent consumption as a function of initial

relative capital stock per efficiency unit
k?E,0
k?D,0

, where k?i,0 = ki,0/A
1

1−θ
i,0 ). The left (resp. right) panel

corresponds to low risk aversion (resp. high risk aversion). Parameters of the model are shown

in Table 1 apart from relative productivity:
AE,0
AD,0

= (0.1)1−θ. Financial integration is a bond-only

economy. The solid line shows the welfare gains with a country E ten times smaller than D. The

dotted line corresponds to our baseline with symmetric initial productivity.

5.4 The role of country size746

Welfare gains with small countries. Our experiments rely on countries of equal sizes,747

focusing on the integration of a set of potentially large emerging countries. It is a reasonable748

baseline to understand the recent liberalizing wave where large emerging markets, accounting749

for almost 50% of world GDP, integrated financially at similar dates. However, some smaller750

emerging countries did integrate at earlier (resp. later) dates.43 From a theoretical perspective,751

investigating the importance of country size in assessing the welfare benefits of integration752

also allows comparisons with papers focusing on the case of small open economies.753

Smaller countries have little impact on the world interest rate and are less negatively754

affected by adverse movements in the interest rate, both at opening and when hit by a shock.755

We explore the case of a smaller country E and set the relative productivity
AE,0
AD,0

such that756

the average output of country E is 10% of the one in country D (
AE,0
AD,0

= (0.1)1−θ). All757

other parameters are kept identical to our baseline experiment (Table 1). Welfare gains from758

integration are shown in Figure 8 for the risky country of small size for different values of the759

relative initial capital stocks per efficiency unit. The results in the baseline case of symmetric760

43In our sample, Spain, Portugal and Greece integrated financially in the mid-eighties, before the main wave
of liberalization in Latin America and Asia. Oman and Saudi Arabia integrated financially in the late nineties.
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initial size/productivity (dotted line) are shown for comparison purposes.44761

Not surprisingly, market size matters for the distribution of the gains and country E762

benefits more from financial integration if smaller—the converse holds for the large country763

D. Interest rates move more favorably for country E following financial integration: E is764

now lending at higher rates, very close to the autarky interest rate of country D. Similarly,765

when country E is willing to lend more following a productivity shock, interest rates do not766

fall and the country can smooth consumption at a better price. The overall welfare gains767

(average across countries weighted by size) remain small. They do not exceed a 1.5% increase768

of permanent consumption for realistic degrees of capital scarcity.769

6 Conclusion770

Intuitions about the gains from financial integration are implicitly based on the stochastic771

neoclassical growth model. But those gains have never been quantitatively evaluated.45 We use772

a general equilibrium model featuring aggregate risk, potentially asymmetric across countries,773

and endogenous capital accumulation. We show that welfare gains from integration remain774

small, at most a couple percentage points in the favourable cases where risk premia are high.775

A key finding is that riskier countries while benefiting from risk sharing will also reallo-776

cate precautionary savings towards the safer countries. This has two important implications.777

First, it qualifies the conventional wisdom that riskier countries should have large gains from778

financial integration. In reality, safer (developed) country benefit more from their integration779

with riskier (emerging) countries; they sell insurance at a high price, even more so if risk aver-780

sion and risk premia are high. Second, the standard predictions linking financial integration781

and growth are altered: financial integration has heterogeneous effects on growth depending782

on the degree of capital scarcity, the level of risk and the size of countries. It potentially re-783

duces growth in emerging markets compared to autarky if their level of aggregate risk is high784

compared to developed countries (or if the market price of risk is high). If emerging markets785

44For such a large size difference, welfare gains are negligible in D. Results in the deterministic case are
quantitatively very close to the small open economy experiment performed in Gourinchas and Jeanne (2006).

45The literature that has either focused on deterministic efficiency gains in production economies or gains
from international risk sharing in endowment economies.
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are sufficiently capital scarce at opening, integration accelerates growth in the short-run but786

slows it down at longer horizons. These heterogeneous responses across countries and across787

time following financial integration can partially explain why the empirical literature has had788

difficulties to find robust results. Finally, we focus on previous liberalization episodes where789

a group of large emerging countries integrated over a short time period. We emphasize how790

general equilibrium effects significantly reduce the gains compared to the case where only one791

small country is integrating. This also challenges the way growth benefits of integration have792

been identified empirically as the literature implicitly assumes that the growth impact of in-793

tegration is independent across countries. From a theoretical perspective, this has the flavour794

of a pecuniary externality. Individually, benefits of integration can outweigh significantly the795

costs but correlated behaviour where all emerging countries simultaneously integrate reduces796

significantly the gains due to adverse price movements. A full-fledged theory of endogenous797

financial integration with multiple countries is beyond the scope of the paper and left for798

future work.799
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A Additional results931

A.1 Business cycles and asset prices moments932

Baseline calibrations. Table A.1 summarizes the basic business cycles and asset prices933

moments in our baseline calibrations (High and Low Risk Aversion).

Baseline Low Risk Aversion

Financial Autarky Financial Integration Complete markets
D E D E D E

Standard deviations of :
Output 1.54% 3.02% 1.52% 3.15% 1.53% 3.09%
Consumption 0.93% 1.81% 0.87% 1.49% 1.74% 1.74%
Investment 3.97% 7.80% 3.56% 6.81% 3.55% 6.69%
Net exports over GDP 0 0 0.70% 0.71% 1.26% 1.28%
Asset pricesa

Riskless rate (Steady-state) 3.95 % 3.32 % 3.90 % 3.90 % 3.97 % 3.97 %
Risk premium 0.10% 0.39% 0.10% 0.18% 0.07% 0.15%
Volatility excess returns 1.56% 3.10% 1.41% 2.71% 1.41% 2.71%
Market price of risk 6.6% 12.5% 6.2% 10.0% 5.1% 6.6%

Baseline High Risk Aversion

Financial Autarky Financial Integration Complete markets
D E D E D E

Standard deviations of :
Output 1.53% 3.03% 1.54% 3.07% 1.52% 3.05%
Consumption 0.83% 1.36% 0.93% 1.00% 1.56% 1.56%
Investment 4.13% 8.18% 4.08% 5.49% 3.66% 6.20%
Net exports over GDP 0 0 1.21% 1.22% 1.28% 1.27%
Asset prices
Riskless rate 2.54 % -0.77 % 1.94 % 1.94 % 2.27 % 2.27 %
Risk premium 0.63% 2.33% 0.69% 1.19% 0.48% 0.96%
Volatility excess returns 1.59% 3.21% 1.48% 2.37% 1.40% 2.54%
Market price of risk 38.1% 67.3% 43.1% 54.1% 35.3% 38.7%

Table A.1: Business cycles and asset prices moments.

Notes: Business cycle moments and asset prices moments are obtained by averaging the statistics

over 1000 successive runs, each one lasting 150 periods. Output, consumption and investment are

shown in log deviations. Parameters of the model are set to their baseline values in Table 1.

934
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Extension with world long-run risk. Table A.2 shows the risky-steady states, business935

cycles and asset prices moment in our baseline calibration with persistent shocks to world936

productivity growth.937

Long-Run Risk Model

Financial Autarky Financial Integration Complete markets
D E D E D E

Risky steady state
Capital 4.45 4.44 4.50 4.36 4.50 4.40
Netforeign assets

Output
0 0 -38.2% -38.6% / /

Standard deviations of :
Output 1.53% 3.09% 1.54% 3.11% 1.54% 3.14%
Consumption 1.18% 2.44% 1.14% 2.00% 2.53% 2.53%
Investment 2.93% 5.52% 2.87% 5.19% 2.84% 5.23%
Net exports over GDP 0 0 0.48% 0.60% 1.44% 1.66%
Asset prices
Riskless rate 0.60 % 0.23 % 0.48 % 0.48 % 0.58 % 0.58 %
Risk premium 1.95% 2.33% 1.98% 2.22% 1.89% 2.05%
Volatility excess returns 1.19% 2.33% 1.16% 2.21% 1.14% 2.22%
Market price of risk 168.9% 102.1% 173.5% 103.2% 171.4% 93.9%

Table A.2: Risky steady-states, business cycles and asset prices moments with a world long-
run risk.

Notes: Business cycle moments and asset prices moments are obtained by averaging the statistics

over 1000 successive runs, each one lasting 150 periods. Output, consumption and investment are

shown in log deviations. Parameters of the model except EIS (1/ψ) and risk aversion (γ) are set to

their baseline values (Table 1). With LRR, 1/ψ = 2 and γ = 10. On the top of transitory shocks,

the model includes persistent shocks to world productivity growth with persistence ρW = 0.999 and

volatility σW = 0.002.

Distribution of net foreign assets. Figure A.1 shows simulation paths for the net foreign938

asset position of the emerging country together with its ergodic distribution in our baseline939

calibrations.940
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Figure A.1: Simulations and ergodic distribution of Net Foreign Debt over GDP (country E).
Baseline Calibrations.
Notes: Panel A and B corresponds to our baseline calibrations without long-run risk (Low and

High Risk Aversion). Parameters of the model are shown in Table 1. Panel C corresponds to our

calibration with a world long-run risk, with EIS 1/ψ = 2 and risk aversion γ = 10. Under the

long-run risk calibrations, parameters of the model except EIS (1/ψ) and risk aversion (γ) are set

to their baseline values in Table 1. On the top of transitory shocks, the long-run risk version of

the model includes persistent shocks to world productivity growth with persistence ρW = 0.999 and

volatilities σW = 0.002.

A.2 Welfare gains from financial integration941

Welfare gains. Table A.3 summarizes the welfare gains across the main calibrations used in942

the paper. Figure A.2 summarizes the gains under the same baseline calibrations as a function943

of the initial relative level of capital stock.944
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Financial Integration Complete markets
D E D E

Baseline 1/ψ = 1/4
Low Risk Aversion γ = 4 0.39% 0.52% 0.98% 1.06%
High Risk Aversion γ = 40 0.80% 0.32% 3.35% 2.73%
Deterministic σD = σE = 0 0.29% 0.37% 0.30% 0.37%
Long-run risk (LRR) 1/ψ = 2 and γ = 10
Baseline LRR volatility σW = 0.002 ; ρW = 0.999 0.06% 0.05% 1.29% 1.48%
No Long Run Risk σW = 0 0.11% 0.12% 1.30% 1.34%

Table A.3: Welfare gains of financial integration under various calibrations.

Notes: Gains expressed in equivalent increase of permanent consumption. Under the baseline cal-

ibrations, parameters of the model are shown in Table 1. Under the long-run risk calibrations,

parameters of the model except EIS (1/ψ) and risk aversion (γ) are set to their baseline values in

Table 1. On the top of transitory shocks, the long-run risk version of the model includes persistent

shocks to world productivity growth with persistence ρW and volatilities σW .
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Figure A.2: Welfare analysis of financial integration across alternative calibrations for different
degrees of capital scarcity.
Notes: Gains are expressed in equivalent of permanent consumption as a function of initial relative

capital stock (
kE,0
kD,0

). Solid lines correspond to our baseline calibrations without long-run risk (High

and Low Risk Aversion). Parameters of the model are shown in Table 1. Dashed lines correspond

to our calibration with a world long-run risk, with EIS 1/ψ = 2 and risk aversion γ = 10. Under

the long-run risk calibrations, parameters of the model except EIS (1/ψ) and risk aversion (γ) are

set to their baseline values in Table 1. On the top of transitory shocks, the long-run risk version of

the model includes persistent shocks to world productivity growth with persistence ρW = 0.999 and

volatilities σW = 0.002.
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A.3 Extension with alternative dividend policies945

In our baseline, investment is financed out of earnings—dividends being equal to the frac-946

tion of output distributed to capital holders net of investment spending. Due to the mere947

presence of investment, dividends are not risky enough as they do not co-vary enough with948

output and consumption—a standard difficulty of production economies. This leads to a low949

equity premium, equal in our baseline with fully equity financed firm to the risk premium on950

risky capital (displayed in Table A.1). If one stays in an environment where the Modigliani-951

Miller theorem holds, as we do, the dividend policy is irrelevant for the dynamics of aggregate952

consumption and capital, as well as for the aggregate return to capital. However, alternative953

dividend policies, implying some leverage and riskier dividends, might help generating a higher954

equity premium—keeping the aggregate dynamics unchanged (Jermann (1998)). This section955

aims at exploring the implications for the equity premium of our framework with production956

economies, considering alternative dividend policies and firms financing strategies. For sim-957

plicity, we do so by adopting exogenous policies for levered dividends—separating dividends958

from the aggregate income stream paid to capital holders.46959

Dividend policies. First, rewrite the dividend policy without leverage in our baseline, d0i,t,960

as follows:961

d0i,t = θyi,t − ii,t = θyi,t − κi − (ii,t − κi) = d1i,t(κi)− (ii,t − κi)

with κi a (country-specific) constant, κi < mint {θyi,t} and d1i,t(κi) = θyi,t − κi > 0.962

In our alternative dividend policies, we consider the following levered dividends in country i,963

d1i,t(κi) = θyi,t − κi. (A.1)

This dividend policy corresponds to firms distributing the capital share to shareholders net of964

some fixed debt payments. Possible values of κi are chosen such that the representative firm965

is leveraged—rising κi corresponds to a higher leverage. Intuitively, this policy implies riskier966

dividends than our baseline since investment above κi is financed through debt.967

46See Bansal and Yaron (2004) in endowment economies for a similar approach to separate dividends and
consumption.
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Leverage. Call Vi,t the value of the representative firm at date t in country i. Importantly,968

in the environment we consider, the value of the firm is independent of the dividend policy969

and equal to the value of a firm distributing dividend d0i,t, denoted S0
i,t. Denote S1

i,t(κi), the970

stock market value, and L1
i,t(κi), the corporate debt value, of a firm with a dividend policy971

d1i,t(κi). The aggregate value of the firm satisfies:972

Vi,t = S0
i,t = S1

i,t(κi) + L1
i,t(κi).

Thus, valuing the stream of dividends with the appropriate stochastic discount factor, also973

independent of the dividend policy, one can compute the aggregate value of corporate debt,974

L1
i,t(κ1) = Vi,t − S1

i,t(κi),

and corporate leverage (at market value) is defined as debt value over firm value,
L1
i,t(κi)

Vi,t
.975

In other words, once the model is solved in our baseline with fully equity-financed firm,976

one can easily compute stock prices and corporate debt for any alternative dividend policy.977

This can be done under autarky as well as under financial integration.978

Results. Considering the dividend policy described by Eq. A.1, we compute for each country979

the (average) leverage and equity premium by simulating the model for different values of κi.980

We do so in autarky and under integration under the baseline calibration with low and high981

risk aversion (see Table 1). Values of κi are chosen such that the firm in country i issues982

a positive quantity of debt on average while having strictly positive dividends in all states.983

In practice, we focus on values of κi such that leverage (debt to asset ratio,
L1
i,t(κi)

Vi,t
) varies984

between 0 and 70%.47 In the data, recent evidence in Graham et al. (2015) shows that the985

market value of leverage of U.S firms oscillated between 25% and 40% since 1970.48986

Results are displayed in Figure A.3, which represents the equity premium as a function987

of (average) leverage. Such a (levered) dividend policy generates a significantly higher equity988

47Note that the set of κ considered differ across countries since they have different steady-state output and
investment rates due to their heterogeneity. κ is set below 0.39 for the developed country and below 0.36 for
the emerging country.

48The book value is slightly above, oscillating between 35% and 50% over the same period. Similarly,
Jermann (1998) documents market values of leverage for the U.S between 13% and 44% post-WWII.
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Figure A.3: Leverage and equity premium. Dividend policy of Eq. A.1.
Notes: The dividend policy follows Eq. A.1 for different values of κi. The support of κi is set in each

country such that the firm has a positive leverage but below 70%. The leverage and equity premium

are computed by simulating the model under autarky and under integration for different values of

κi. Dotted lines (resp. solid) refer to values under autarky (resp. integration). Models parameters

are summarized in Table 1. The upper (resp. bottom) panels correspond to the calibration with a

low (resp. high) risk aversion, γ = 4 (resp. γ = 40).

premium than our baseline. This so because dividends are riskier when investment (above989

κi) is financed out of debt, even when the firm has a very small leverage on average. The990

effect on the equity premium is amplified with higher values of leverage (e.g. higher values991

for κi). Compared to the baseline with equity-financed firms, the equity premium is an order992

of magnitude larger—about 4 to 5 times larger than in our baseline for a leverage around993
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30-40%. With a very high risk aversion (bottom panel), one can generate an equity premium994

comparable to the data, above 4% in the developed country, and even higher in the (riskier)995

emerging country. However, beyond the extreme degree of risk aversion, this is at the expense996

a counterfactual leverage, above 60%, and a dividend volatility that exceeds the data.997

Sensitivity analysis. For sensitivity analysis, we also consider the more general family of998

dividend policies, dνi,t(κi)999

dνi,t(κi) = νd1i,t(κi) + (1− ν) d0i,t = ν (θyi,t − κi) + (1− ν) d0i,t, (A.2)

where 0 ≤ v ≤ 1. By construction, d0i,t(κi) = d0i,t, d
1
i,t(κi) = θyi,t−κi and dνi,t(κi) = θyi,t−νκi−1000

(1− ν) ii,t. Firms pay fixed debt payments νκi and finance a fraction (1 − ν) of investment1001

out of earnings—in between a fully-equity financed firm and the levered dividends of Eq. A.1.1002

In our simulations, we set κi such that the leverage varies in between 0 and 70% for the1003

different values of ν.49 Then, we explore the dividend policy described by Equation A.2 for1004

values of ν between 0 and 1. Note that ν = 0 corresponds to our baseline without leverage1005

and ν = 1 corresponds to the dividend policy of Eq. A.1.1006

Results are displayed in Figure A.4. Relative to the baseline with equity-financed firms, a1007

higher ν increases the leverage and equity premium. However, similarly to the previous levered1008

dividends, only with a high risk aversion and very large values of ν, our model generates a high1009

enough equity premium. In the high risk aversion case (bottom panel), the equity premium is1010

around 2% in country D (resp. 4% in E) for a leverage about 30-40% — significantly higher1011

than our baseline but lower than the data.1012

Overall, these alternative dividend policies show that, with a realistic degree of leverage,1013

one gets significantly higher equity premium than in our baseline without leverage. However,1014

unless assuming parameters which generate a leverage significantly higher than the data,1015

together with an extremely high risk aversion, it remains difficult to generate a high enough1016

equity premium, at least for the developed country.1017

49We set: κD = 0.39 and κE = 0.36 for a low risk aversion; κD = 0.38 and κE = 0.34 for a high risk
aversion.
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Figure A.4: Leverage and equity premium. Sensitivity with the dividend policy of Eq. A.2.
Notes: The dividend policy follows Eq. A.2 for different values of ν. κD = 0.39 and κE = 0.36 for a

low risk aversion; κD = 0.38 and κE = 0.34 for a high risk aversion. Extreme points on the left (resp.

right) of the curves correspond to the baseline, ν = 0 (resp. dividends of Eq. A.1, ν = 1). Leverage

and equity premium are computed by simulating the model under autarky and under integration

for different values of ν. Dotted lines (resp. solid) refer to values under autarky (resp. integration).

Model parameters are summarized in Table 1. The upper (resp. bottom) panels correspond to the

calibration with a low (resp. high) risk aversion, γ = 4 (resp. γ = 40).
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B Data1018

B.1 Data sources and countries sample1019

Data sources.1020

Capital account liberalization dates: Bekaert et al. (2005).1021

GDP, Investment, GDP per capita: Penn World Tables. Sample period varies across countries1022

depending on data availability (1950-2009 for developed countries, later starting date for most1023

emerging markets but not later than 1975).1024

Sample of countries. 15 always financially opened developed countries. 40 liberalizing1025

emerging markets (integration date ≥ 1985). Emerging markets do not include countries from1026

Central and Eastern Europe due to lack of data before 1990.1027

Developed countries (already financially integrated in 1985).1028

Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Italy,1029

Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States.1030

Emerging countries (by geographical zone, integration date in parenthesis).1031

Southern Europe: Greece (1987), Israel (1993), Malta (1992), Portugal (1986), Spain (1985),1032

Turkey (1989).1033

Latin America: Argentina (1989), Brazil (1991), Chile (1992), Colombia (1991), Ecuador(1994),1034

Jamaica (1991), Mexico (1989), Peru (1992), Trinidad and Tobago (1997), Venezuela (1990).1035

Asia: Bangladesh (1991), China (1991),50 India (1992), Indonesia (1989), Malaysia (1988),1036

Pakistan (1991), Philippines (1991), South Korea (1992), Sri Lanka (1991), Thailand (1987).1037

Middle-East : Egypt (1992), Jordan (1995), Oman (1999), Saudi Arabia (1999).1038

Africa: Botswana (1990), Ghana (1993), Ivory Coast (1995), Kenya (1995), Mauritius (1994),1039

Morocco (1988), Nigeria (1995), South Africa (1996), Tunisia (1995), Zimbabwe (1993).1040

Countries sizes. Table B.1 shows the PPP adjusted share of world GDP of each group of1041

50According to the definition of Bekaert et al. (2005), China remains closed over the period considered.
According to other indicators of financial integration, the country can be considered as opened starting 1991
(see Bekaert et al. (2005) for a discussion). We do include China in our sample.
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countries in 1990. World GDP is made of our set of 55 countries (15 developed financially1042

opened and 40 liberalizing emerging markets). For comparison purposes, the US accounts in1043

1990 for 21.3% of the world GDP we consider.1044

Zone Developed
Southern
Europe

Latin
America

Asia
Middle
East

Africa
All

Emerging
Share of

World GDP
51.4% 5.6% 12.9% 26.7% 1.6% 2.1% 48.6%

Table B.1: Contribution to world GDP of group of countries in 1990.
Notes: Data from Penn World Tables. PPP adjusted GDP in 1990. World is made of our sample of
55 countries (15 developed countries and 40 emerging liberalizing countries). See Section B.1 for the
sample of countries.

B.2 Output growth volatility and correlation1045

Volatility of output growth. We compute the volatility of annual real GDP per capita1046

for each country in the sample over the period 1975-1995 (PPP adjusted). This corresponds1047

largely to the time period before and around the integration date of the emerging markets1048

considered. Volatility computed over a longer time frame gives very similar results. Figure B.11049

reports the volatility for each group of countries (arithmetic or GDP-weighted average across1050

countries belonging to the group). The (arithmetic) averaged volatility of output growth1051

across liberalizing emerging countries is 4.9% compared to 2.5% in developed countries, in1052

line with our baseline calibration.511053

Correlation of output growth with developed countries. For any given country, we1054

also compute the correlation of annual real GDP growth per capita in the country with the1055

group of (already integrated) developed countries over the period 1975-2010.52 We compute1056

the arithmetic and the GDP-weighted means in a given group of countries (region or whole1057

51We display simple arithmetic averages and GDP-weighted (using 1990 PPP GDPs) averages. Both are
very similar quantitatively although the GDP-weighted averages tend to be smaller (except for Asia) since
larger countries tend to be less volatile. Importantly, the ratio of volatilities between developed and emerging
markets is very similar across the two measures.

52We used a longer time frame to compute correlations for a better accuracy of our estimates but results
are very similar when considering the period 1975-1995. The real GDP growth rate of developed country is
weighted sum of the GDP growth rates of each country, where weights correspond to the size of countries.
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Figure B.1: Volatility of annual real output growth per capita across countries (1975-1995).
Notes: Penn World Tables. Volatility of annual real output growth per capita for each country

is computed over the period 1975-1995. Volatility of each group of countries is a sample average

(arithmetic or GDP-weighted) of the volatility of each country in the group as defined in Section

B.1. GDP weights are based on PPP GDP in 1990.

Zone
Southern
Europe

Latin
America

Asia
Middle
East

Africa
All

Emerging
Correlation with developed

(Arithmetic mean)
0.53 0.14 0.10 0.00 0.27 0.21

Correlation with developed
(GDP-weighted mean)

0.60 0.22 −0.01 0.06 0.35 0.14

Table B.2: Correlation of annual real output growth with the sample of (already integrated)
developed countries (1975-2010).
Notes: Penn World Tables. The correlation of annual real output growth per capita for each country

is computed over the period 1975-2010. Real per capita GDP growth of the sample of (already

integrated) developed countries is a GDP-weighted average of the growth of countries in the sample.

The correlation for each group of countries is a sample average (arithmetic or GDP-weighted) of the

correlation of each country in the group as defined in Section B.1. GDP weights are based on PPP

GDP in 1990.
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sample of liberalizing countries). Results are shown in Table B.2. Our baseline assume zero1058

correlation while the correlation is between 0 and 0.25 for all groups but Southern Europe,1059

which is significantly higher. Thus, If anything, we overestimate slightly the gains from1060

financial integration in our baseline.1061

B.3 Capital scarcity1062

Definitions. Consider a country i with the following production function at date t:

Yi,t = Ai,t (Ki,t)
θ (Li,t)

1−θ

where Ki,t denotes the capital stock, Ai,t the country TFP and Li,t the labour supply.1063

Capital-output ratio (K
Y

)i,t is then a monotonic transformation of capital per efficiency1064

units ki,t =
Ki,t

A
1/(1−θ)
i,t Li,t

:1065

(
K

Y
)i,t = (

Ki,t

A
1/(1−θ)
i,t Li,t

)1−θ = k1−θi,t

Thus capital per efficiency units ki,t can easily be recovered from capital-output ratio as1066

follows:1067

ki,t =

[
(
K

Y
)i,t

]1/(1−θ)
(B.1)

ki,t is the empirical counterpart of the capital stock in the model of Section 2.1068

Capital stocks. We compute the stock of capital Ki,t of country i at date t using the

perpetual inventory method with a depreciation rate of δ = 8% per year. The initial value

capital stock at date t0 is defined as:

Investment rate at t0
δ + gt0

,

where gt0 is the average geometric growth rate of investment over the ten years preceding t0.1069

The initial period t0 considered depends on data availability for a given country. For developed1070

countries, we use 1960, for emerging markets, we use generally 1970 and at the latest 1980.1071

Results are quite insensitive to the use of a common initial date if anterior to 1980.1072
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We compute the capital-output ratio (K
Y

)i,t at date t in country i defined as Ki,t divided1073

by GDP of that year (all expressed in constant 2005 USD). ki,t is then defined according to1074

Equation (B.1) with θ = 0.3. The capital-output ratio of the sample of developed countries1075

(already integrated in 1985) is the GDP-weighted average of capital-output ratios in these1076

countries. Their capital per efficiency unit k∗t is defined according to Equation (B.1) with1077

θ = 0.3.1078
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Figure B.2: Degree of ‘capital scarcity’ at time of opening across emerging liberalizing coun-
tries.
Notes: Penn World Tables. Capital scarcity of a given region at time of opening is the average
(arithmetic or GDP-weighted) across countries i in the region of ki,ti/k

∗
ti . ki,ti (resp. k∗ti) denotes

the capital per efficiency units in country i (resp. the set of developed countries) at time of opening.
The sample of countries is described in Section B.1. GDP weights for the average scarcity across
countries in a group are based on 1990 GDPs.

Capital scarcity at date of financial opening. Consider an emerging country i integrating1079

financially at date ti with the sample of developed country (∗). We measure ‘capital scarcity’1080
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at opening by the following ratio:1081

‘capital scarcity’(i, ti) =
ki,ti
k∗ti

A ratio smaller than 1 indicated that at time of opening, country i has a lower capital1082

stock per-efficiency unit than developed countries. Note that the use the word scarcity is a1083

bit of a language abuse since in a stochastic environment as ours, country i can have a higher1084

capital stock than developed countries and still be below its own autarky steady-state.1085

We measure the average capital scarcity at time of opening of a considered group of1086

countries by computing the arithmetic average of ki,ti/k
∗
t0

across countries i belonging to the1087

group (region or set of emerging liberalizing countries).53 Figure B.2 reports the degree of1088

capital scarcity at time of opening for each group of countries. At time of opening, liberalizing1089

emerging countries have on average a capital stock very close to 50% of the one of developed1090

countries, in line with our baseline calibration. There is some heterogeneity though with1091

Southern Europe being much more capital abundant at opening than Asia or Middle-Eastern1092

countries.1093

53GDP-weighted (using GDPs in 1990) averages gives very similar results quantitatively.
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C Numerical methods1094

Model description. The model’s equations are reformulated as follows (see Section 2.2):1095

Et [f (mt, st,xt,mt+1, st+1,xt+1)] ⊥ x ≤ xt ≤ x (C.1)

st+1 = g(mt, st,xt,mt+1) (C.2)

where mt is a vector of exogenous Markov processes, st the vector of endogenous states and xt1096

the vector of controls to be determined, constrained to lie within [x,x]. The solution satisfies1097

at all dates xt = ϕ(mt, st) where ϕ is the unknown decision rule to solve for. The algorithm1098

described in the next paragraphs, and our implementation in Python, is independent from the1099

precise formulation of the model. We describe the model in a text file, using the conventions1100

set by the Dolo software, freely available online.54 Section 2.2 shows how to cast the baseline1101

model into functions f and g. The reference set of equations for the other model variables1102

(autarky, complete markets, endowments, long-run risk) are included in the companion code1103

and its online documentation.551104

Removing occasionally binding constraints. Mixed complementarity problem (Eq. C.1)1105

could be solved using a specialized nonlinear complementarity solver.56 We choose instead to1106

follow the simple approach of reformulating the slackness conditions as smooth functions and1107

solve the resulting system using a regular nonlinear solver. Recall that v ⊥ a ≤ x ≤ b is by1108

definition equivalent to |min(x− a, v)|+ |min(b− x,−v)| = 0. Using the Fischer-Burmeister1109

function ϕB(a, b) = a + b −
√
a2 + b2, one can check that the complementarity condition is1110

equivalent to ϕB(b− x,−ϕB(x− a, v)) = 0 which is a smooth function of f . In the following1111

sections, we assume, without loss of generality, that f and g are differentiable functions which1112

incorporate occasionally binding constraints.1113

Discretizing the exogenous process. We discretize the joint AR(1) process of the pro-1114

ductivity shocks as a finite Markov chain. For this purpose, we perform a Cholesky decom-1115

54Dolo is released under a BSD license at https://github.com/EconForge/dolo. The solution method,
initially developed for this paper, is now merged in Dolo library with other solution algorithms and can be
applied to any model satisfying the same specification.

55Companion code and documentation for this paper available at https://bitbucket.org/albop/finint/
56For a commercial complementarity solver see PATH: http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~ferris/path.html
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position of the random innovations εD,t, εE,t. This gives us a lower tridiagonal matrix Ω and1116

two independent i.i.d. Gaussian noises (ε′D,t, ε
′
E,t) whose joint process is defined by a diagonal1117

covariance matrix Σd such that Σd = ΩΩ′. Let us define:1118

 log(A′D,t)

log(A′E,t)

 = Ω

 log(AD,t)

log(AE,t)


Since the autocorrelation coefficient for log(AD,t) and log(AE,t) is ρ, the processes log(A′D,t)1119

and log(A′E,t) are two independent unidimensional AR(1) processes with autocorrelation ρ1120

and conditional variance given by the diagonal elements of Σd. We discretize each of them1121

as a three states Markov chain, using the method from Rouwenhorst (1995). We choose the1122

free coefficients so that the resulting Markov chain has the exact same autocorrelation and1123

asymptotic variance as the original continuous process. The discretized process is a series of1124

Nm = 9 vectors of two elements: (mi)i∈[1,Nm] and a matrix of weights (pij)i,j∈[1,Nm]2 such that1125

pij is the conditional probability of reaching state j from state i.1126

Discretizing the endogenous state-space. First, we need to choosing boundaries for the1127

domain containing the continuous states kD, kE and d. We study the capital over a wide1128

enough interval, so that we can simulate economies starting with a significant capital scarcity1129

while capturing the potentially larger capital stocks under autarky or integration. We set1130

the same bounds for both countries [kmin, kmax] = [1, 10].57 Consistent with the borrowing1131

constraints we restrict −b̄ ≤ d ≤ b̄ where b̄ denotes the exogenous debt limit. We take b̄ = 10.1132

As we do not want our solution to be dependent on an arbitrary b̄, we perform robustness1133

checks with higher/lower debt limits. Using 30 points along each dimension, we discretize the1134

state-space as a list of points S = (sn)n∈[1,Ns] where each of the Ns = 30 × 30 elements is a1135

different set of coordinates in the state space.1136

Decision rules. The numerical solution of the problem for each realization mi of the Markov1137

chain is a matrix Xi = (xin)n∈[1,Ns] whose elements are vectors with nx = 8 coordinates.1138

57For comparison, in our baseline simulation, in country D the steady-state stocks of capital are respectively
2.32, 2.92, and 3.68 respectively, when the productivity shocks stays constant at its lower, medium and high
level. Country E starts with 50% of the steady-state autarky capital stock in D. As a result, in our simulations,
capital always stays within the boundaries.
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We also set X = (Xi)i∈[1,Nm]. For any exogenous value mj and any state s, possibly outside1139

of the grid, we approximate the solution ϕ(mj, s) with an interpolation scheme I such that1140

ϕ(mj, s) ≈ I(s,Xj). Given the nature of our welfare comparison exercise, we trade speed for1141

precision and use natural cubic splines to interpolate the decision rule.58 At each iteration1142

step, we store the prefiltered coefficients to avoid recomputing them for multiple evaluations1143

of I(s,Xj) with the same Xj.1144

Time iterations. To check optimality conditions, we compute:1145

∑
j∈[1,Nm]

pijf(mi, sn,xin,mj, sinj,xinj)

1146

sinj = g(mi, sn,xin,mj)
1147

xinj = I(sinj, X̃j)

where (mi, sn) is a discretized state today and xin the control taken in that state. The1148

state attained with the exogenous realization mj is denoted by sinj. The decision taken in1149

tomorrow’s state (mjn, sinj) is xinj according to the rule X̃j.1150

These optimality conditions can be vectorized with respect n. For any i ∈ [1, Nm] we1151

define the residual function for exogenous realization mi today at all grid points S1152

Φi(Xi, X̃) =
∑

j∈[1,Nm]

pijf(mi,S,Xi,mj,Sij,Xij) (C.3)

Sij = g(mi,S,Xi,mj) (C.4)

Xij = I(Sij, X̃j) (C.5)

where Sij is the list of points reached with the exogenous realization mj and Xij the corre-1153

sponding controls.1154

58Interpolation code is available separately at https://github.com/EconForge/interpolation.py.
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Given a termination criterium εη > 0, the time-iteration algorithm works as follows:

• Choose an initial guess for the controls X0

• At step k given an initial guess Xk

– assume future controls are given by the preceding step X̃ = Xk

– For each i in [1, Nm]

∗ find the zero Xk+1
i of Xi → Φi(Xi, X̃)

– Define new set of controls Xk+1 = (Xk+1
i )i∈[1,Nm]

– Compute successive approximation errors ηk+1 =
∣∣∣∣Xk+1 −Xk

∣∣∣∣
∞ and ratio λk+1 =

ηk+1

ηk

– If ηk+1 < εη, solution has converged. Otherwise, start again with k ← k + 1.

We choose εη = 10−7. As the simulation go, we make sure there is a λ < 1 and a rank1155

K such that ∀k > K, λk ≤ λ < 1. In the baseline we find that λk converges towards 0.959,1156

which is a necessary condition for the model to be well defined (see Winant (2017) for details).1157

After the solution has converged to X, we also check that the final residuals (computed with1158

X = Xk = Xk+1) are smaller than ε = 10−6.1159

Up-to-date computer code, with its complete documentation, is available on the websites1160

of the authors.1161
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